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Utah State University 
Logan 
NELSON FIELDHOUSE 
FRIDAY, JUNE THIRD 
SATURDAY , JUNE FOURTH 
NINETEEN HUNDRED SIXTY-SIX 
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
The Board of Trustees is composed of twelve citizens of the State appointed by the Governor for a 
term of four years, and two ex-officio members, the Secretary of State and the President of the Utah State 
University Alumni Association. 
Alma Sonne, Chairman ............. ......... ...... .... ......................................... ................... Logan 
Phillip A. Bullen, Vice Chairman ................................................ .............. Salt Lake City 
Henry R. Hurren ...................................................... ... ........................... ........ .......... Logan 
Norman D. Salisbury ..... ........ ............ ...... .......... .... ...... ....................................... ........ Logan 
E. 0. Larson .......................... .................................................. ........... ... ... ..... Salt Lake City 
Lucile 0. Petty ................................ ............................... .............................. ......... .... Ogden 
Alva C. Snow ................................................ .................. ...................................... Roosevelt 
Orpha S. Boyden .............................. ................ ........... ............. .... ................ Salt Lake City 
Roger Hansen ....................... ........ ........................... .............. ... .................. ..... Mt. Pleasant 
Richard J. Maughan ..... ........................... ........ .... ............... ........ ......................... Bountiful 
S. J. Prestwich .............................................. .......... ............... ....................... .... Cedar City 
Beverly D. Kumpfer .......... .......................................................................... Salt Lake City 
Clyde L. Miller, Secretary of State (ex-officio) ........................ ........ Salt Lake City 
Conley Watts, President, Alumni Association (ex-officio) ......................... .... ... Logan 
L. Mark Neuberger 
Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
Logan 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
President and Board of Trustees 
Official Guests 
Honorary Degree Recipient 
University Administrative Officers 
Faculties of the Various Colleges 
Candidates for Graduate Degrees 
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees 
DRESS 
The wearing of academic costume by faculty 
and student participants at the time of Commence-
ment Exercises has become traditional among 
universities . The color and pageantry of these 
occasions are designed to indicate the degree 
of academic achievement of those who actively 
participate in such exercises. In order for the 
audience to better appreciate and understand the 
significance attached to these ceremonial aspects 
of the program, the following information is pre-
sented. 
The significance of the costume is determined 
principally by the cut of the gown, the size and 
shape of the hood, and the color of the tassels on 
the cap. The BACHELOR'S gown is character-
ized by the long pointed sleeves. The gown worn 
by a MASTER has closed sleeves with the arc 
AGRICULTURE 
of a circle near the bottom. The arm extends 
through the slit, giving the appearance of short 
sleeves. The hood consists of material similar 
to the gown and lined with the official academic 
color of the institution conferring the degree . If 
the institution has more than one color, the chev-
ron is used to display the second color. The 
DOCTOR'S gown has full , round and open 
sleeves with three bars of velvet on each sleeve. 
The velvet facing of the bars may be black or 
the color indicative of the degree. The hood con-
sists of a larger and longer assemblage of institu-
tional color draped over the recipient's shoulders 
and falling well down the back. 
The colors worn on the tassels signify the 
various colleges of the University from which a 
candidate is being graduated . 
Maise 
BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES .... ......... .......... ................... ........................ Drab 
EDUCATION ....... .............................................. ....... ........... ............. ..... ........... Light Blue 
ENGINEERING ................................................... ...... .... ............... ........ ....... ..... ...... Orange 
FAMILY LIFE .... ....... ............... ......... ......... ... ......... ................ ............ ... .......... ..... Maroon 
HUMANITIES AND ARTS ............. ....... .............................. ...................... ........ White 
NATURAL RESOURCES ...... ..... ..... ..... ..... ...................... .... ....... ...... ................... Russet 
SCIENCE ....................... ................. ............ ,....... ............... ...... ........... ....... .... Gold-Yellow 
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES (EdD, PhD) .................................... Gold 
BACCALAUREATE 
Friday evening, June 3, 1966 
7:30 p.m. 
PRESIDENT DARYL CHASE. Conducting 
PROCESSIONAL 
Procession of the Mastersingers from "Diemeistersingers, " Act III-
Richard Wagner 
University Orchestra , Richard G. Strawn, Conducting 
INVOCATION 
Alva C. Snow 
Member , Board of Trustees 
WELCOME AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
Daryl Chase 
President, Utah State University 
MUSICAL SELECTIONS 
SERMON 
Mighty God, Jehovah Be With Us from "King David" 
by Arthur Honegger 
The University Choir , University Chorale, University Symphony 
Conducted by Professor Merle E . Puffer 
Elder Marion D. Hanks 
Member of the First Council of Seventy 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
And God Said, The day shall dawn ... from "King David" 
BENEDICTION 
by Arthur Honegger 
The University Choir, University Chorale, University Symphony 
Conducted by Professor Merle E. Puffer 
Father Norman W. Riebe 
St. John's Episcopal Church. Logan 
RECESSIONAL 
Procession of the M astcrsinger s from "Diemeistersingers," Act III-
Richard Wagner 
University Orchestra , Richard G . Strawn , Conducting 
GRADUATION 
Saturday Morning , June 4 
9:30 a.m. 
PRESIDENT DARYL CHASE , Conducting 
PROCESSIONAL 
INVOCATION 
Grand Mar ch --------··----------------------------------------------------------- Percy Fletcher 
Sine N omine ----------·---·----------------------------------------- Ralph Vaughan Williams 
University Concert Band, Max Dalby, Conductor 
Lee Roderick 
Recipient, University Citizenship Award 
ADDRESS TO GRADUATES 
The Honorable Stewart L. Ud all 
Secretary of the Interior 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
How Lo vely ls Thy Dwelling Pla ce ___ from Johannes Brahms' Requiem 
Arranged by Larry G . Smith 
University Choir and Band , Merle E . Puffer, Conductor 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
Daryl Chase 
President , Utah State University 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
Alma Mater Hymn 
Max Dalby, Conductor 
BENEDICTION 
Linda Zollinger Smith 
Recipient, University Citizenship Award 
RECESSIONAL 
Theodore M. Burton 
Regal Procession --------------------------------------------------- --------- Clifton Williams 
University Concert Band , Max Dalby , Conductor 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
VEARL R. SMITH, DEAN 
Bartholomew, Sheldon Roberts 
Batty, Donald M. 
Bergeson, James La Voy 
Biggs, Curtis Henry 
Bodie , James Norman 
Brown, Glen Edward 
Burrle, Stephen Joe 
Burt , Ron ald D. 
Buzzell, Howard Dale 
Calley, Jerry Lee 
Caserta, Fiero Louis 
Christie , Aldis Joel, Jr. 
Clark, Ed ward Lorell 
Cook, Allan Morris 
Cropper , Vincent L. 
De Spain, T ed Allen 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Egan, William Alva 
Ekins, Duane Higbee 
Ely, James Rolland 
Funkhouser , Thomas Scott 
Garrard, Richa rd Melvin 
Gneiting, Del Roy J. 
Gottlieb, Moshe 
Hansen , Lynn Russell 
Hansen, Willard Theron, Jr. 
Harris, Robert Layne 
Hess, Dallas Blaine 
Huff, Gerald Keith 
Huntsman , Howa rd W. 
Jenkins, Rex Daniel 
Jeppesen , Darw in J. 
Johansen, Kirk 
Killpack, Robert Ray 
Larson, Brent Lee 
Leavitt , Leon 
Lee, Aubry Earle 
Markos, Frank Georg e 
Marshall, James Glen 
Martin, Donald Alan 
Mason , Thomas Garfield 
Matthews, Alvin Pratt 
Mills, Clinton Linnis 
Miner, Thom as Merthyr 
Morten sen , Ralph S. 
Nielson, Roger Lou 
Ogden, Lynn Ver! 
Pace , Marvin M. 
Palmer , Charles Joseph 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
ROBERT P. COLLIER , DEAN 
Barlow, Gordon H . 
Buist , John Char les 
Finley , Dale , Jr. 
Heflin , Mar garet Louise 
Abbott, Or va l Brent 
Adams, Stephen Drex 
Altmann , David Fred 
Anderson , Gary Edward 
Anderson , Larrie Carl 
Anderton , Neil G. 
Armstron g, William Dean , Jr . 
Arthur , Lois 
Atkinson , Leona rd Dan iel 
Bailey, Dallas Lon S. 
Baker, John Clyde 
Barrett, Esther T. 
Bateman, Lana 
Beck, Claudia 
Beckley, Paul Robert 
Beebe, Howard Kalteaux, Jr. 
Bell, Sue Rig sby 
Bingham , Marilyn 
Birch, Louis Dean 
Blaser, Albert Leon 
Bowen, James Le Roy 
Boothe, Sandra Scott 
Boyce, Harv ey Walter 
Bradbury , Brent Lowell 
Brewste r, John Thomas, Jr. 
Briggs, Charles Welker
Bright, Gary Reed 
Broadbent, De Ann Shaw 
Broberg, Thomas John 
Brower, Owen James 
Burgi, William 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
Korpra bhandha, Chaivatan a 
O gden, Rich ard Parker 
Price, Jean 
Schafer, Victor Charles 
Shaw, Gary Cecil 
T ay lor , Glenn Ward 
Tho mas, Barbara K. Jansson 
Thompson , Clark Jeffery 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Butikofer, Kent Hulse 
Butler, Charles Fredrick 
Butt erfield, Roger C. 
Carling , Mary Dorothy Rigsby 
Cates, Robert Emmett 
Cazier, Gary Richard 
Chiodo , Gene Arthur 
Chri sten, Jessie 
Christensen, Boyd Julius 
Christensen, Linda Kay 
Christens en, Roger Arden 
Christensen, Tonya Kathleen 
Christensen, Utauna 
Clark, Brent W. 
Clark, Carol Adrienne 
Clark, Michael James 
Comish , Joseph Nephi 
Cook , Willard Stott 
Cooke, David Rice 
Crapo, Richard Leslie 
Crisp , Claire Jeanette 
Dabb , Delbert C. 
Daines, Norman Dean 
Daines, Samuel Rudg er 
Davis, Clark A. 
Davis, Richard B., Jr. 
Decker , Harriet Joan 
Deem, La Ray 
Dixon, Deena Rae 
Draper, Eu Gene 
Dubois , Lynn Le Roy 
Earl, James Larry 
Egan , Ronald Leonard 
Ellison , Marie 
Erb, Dan Roundy 
Francisco , Thomas Neal 
Frombgen, Richard Paul 
Frost , Carolyn 
Galvin , Harold Wayne 
Gardner, Gary E. 
Garr , Lila Leatham 
Garr , Marshall Cyril 
Geddes , Robert C. 
Ghadrinejat, Baham 
Glazier, Claud M., Jr. 
Gold, Gaylen 
Golightly, Eldon Chadwick 
Graham , Gerry 
Graham, Judy Christina Page 
Gray, Lynda 
Greaves, William S. 
Green, Susan Ann 
Gritzer, Thom Walther 
Grover , Leon R. 
Halstead, Edward Joseph 
Hansen , Carma Jean 
Hansen , Harold Kent 
Hardy, Eugene C. 
Harker, Douglas Verdell 
Harker, Ferrin Leslie 
Harris, Dean W. 
Harris, Jerry Lynn 
Parrish , Lafe Allen 
Rice , Roy Duane 
Rodebush , James Edward 
Savage, Ralph Hatch 
Sessions, Stanley Fay 
Sorenson , Edward Ross 
Stander, John Russell 
Stearns, Theodore Robert 
Wasson, Daniel Aaron 
Weaver, Richard Wayne 
W ekh, Bruce Leigh 
Weston , Ario Bryan 
Winger , Larry Dean 
Woodward, Rodger Boyd 
Yansane, Aguibou Yan 
Young, Robert Dean 
Tipp ets, Gerald Vaughan 
Hav an, Artav azd 
Hawkins , Larry Lee 
Haynes, Neil Hyrum 
Henning , Jerry Arthur 
Hill , Floyd Robert 
Hobbs, Don Weldon 
Hoggan , Patrick Reid 
Hughes, Barba ra Louise 
Hunter , John Clark 
Hurd, De Anna Sue 
Husted, Philip Edward 
Inouye , Tsuyoshi 
lssel, Hubert Roger 
Izatt, Ruth 
Jackson , Rita 
Jaggi , Gary Walter 
Jensen, Bonnie Kaye 
Jensen, Daniel Dean 
Jensen, Kay 
Johanson, William Carl 
Johnson , David Kurt 
Johnson, Gary Lynn 
Jordan, Cheryll Lee 
Kendrick, Cordell Lavon 
Kendrick, John Allen 
Kent, William Dixon , Jr. 
Kerr , John A. 
Kirk , Donna Jean 
Krueger, Peter De Witt 
Kusmierski, Richard Edward 
Larsen, Melvin Howard 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES (Continued) 
Lau , William Francis 
Laub , Jack Ivan 
Laubenheim, Robert Wesley 
Leach, William George 
Leavitt, Daryll Lee 
Lee, Barbara Louise 
Le Fevre, Cecil Willard 
Lewis, Max Calvert 
Liddle, Gordon McAllister 
Liebhauser, John Joseph 
Limpanonda , Suchart 
Lindsay, Robert Owen 
Long, Charlene Ann Carson 
Lusk , Byron DeLos 
Lyon, Jeanenne 
Mace , Florence Jean 
MacF arland, Ronald Michael 
MacKey, Marvin James 
Maschmeyer, Richard Alan 
Mazuran, Michael Joseph 
McD anie l, Gene Henry 
McDonald, Patricia Louise 
McMurray, Clyde Evan 
Meadows , Marjorie J. 
Merkley, Jerald Emil 
Molgard, Jack H . 
Moody, Kenneth Young 
Morgan , Ronald Clyde 
Morrin, Richard Dean 
Mortensen, William Budd 
Murray, Craig Maughan 
Nelson, Phyllis Camille 
Norris , Patrick John 
Nye, Gregory Betts 
Olsen, Barbara Kathryn 
Olsen, Gary D. 
Olson, Ch arles Paul 
Olson, Gail Saunders 
Oyler , Jack Sherman 
Pace, Rudolph Sidney 
Painter, Reese Blair 
Parker, Marilyn Mathie 
Parker, Ronald James 
Patel, Jayantilal B. 
Paulsen, Olaf 
Pendleton, Ronald Scott 
Pendray, Alfred James 
Petersen, Michael Eugene 
Peterson, David Bent 
Petty, Carolyn Steele 
Phelps, David Nosay 
Phillips, Vail Jay 
Polson, Douglas Lawrence 
Powers, Charles Michael 
Price, Douglas Merrill 
Pyclik, Weyers Hans P . 
Randall, Harry Walter 
Rawlings , Henry H., Jr. 
Ray, Glenn Stephen 
Ream, Duward Q. 
Rhodes, LuAnn 
Rich, Daniel C. 
Rich, Kenneth Laird 
Roberts, Kathy 
Robertson, Alfred Joseph 
Robert son, Donald Ray 
Robertson, Jay Leon 
Robinson, Alvin 
Romrell, Ralph Roger 
Ryan , Vernon Dean 
Saltern, Jerry Ly nn 
Sandberg , Jerr y Wayne 
Scott, Bruce Gilbert 
Setmire, John Compton 
Shaffer, Fred L yman 
Sharp, Kathryn Musser 
Sharp, William Derre!l 
Sherw ood, William H., Jr. 
Shields, John Robert 
Shriber, Jack Ronald 
Siebers, Robert Bernard 
Simmons, Neil John 
Slater, Bruce Paul 
Sloniger, George Eddie, Jr. 
Smith, Bryant Delos 
Smith, Sherwood Alan 
Smith. Sheryl Ann 
Smith, Stanley Parley 
Snyder, Roger Lee 
Sprouse, Larry Dale 
Steele, Robert David 
Steiner , DeVon Otto 
Stephens, Leslie Elizabeth 
Sumsion, Earl Nelson 
Swenson, Swante August 
Switzer, Wayne Ronald 
Tarvin, Albert Leon 
Taylor, Gordon Morris 
Thielman, Nyl.a Elaine 
Thomas, How a rd Rasmus 
Thomas, Willi a m Scott 
Thompson, Leland L. 
Thorne, Allen C. 
Thorne, Doyle Reed 
Thorpe, A. Lear 
Thorsted, Lloyd Dale 
Tourangeau, Clifton Eugene 
Transtrum, Robert James 
Truman, Patricia 
Tuddenham , John Lyle 
Turley, Mark Edward 
Vance. Lawrence LaDell 
Vaughan, Thayne G. 
Viehweg , Marlow Moser 
Wadley, Anne Christine 
Walker, Clark Meyers 
Walker, Ralph Stanton 
Ward, Douglas Ira 
Ward, Jerrold Meredith 
Watkins, Val Dever! 
Webster, Norma Jean McVey 
Welch, Timothy Whitney 
West , Joyce Anita Hill 
White, Kay Lynn 
White, Robert Lewis 
Widmer, Gene W. 
Wilken, Curtis Wayne 
Willardson , Thomas S. 
Willmore, Joseph Gordon 
Wison, Brent J. 
Wilson, Robert Evans 
Winn, Parley Nyman 
Wood, Marilyn 
Wright, Richard Buist 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
JOHN C. CARLISLE, DEAN 
Allen, Linda Lou Schmiett 
Burton, Judith 
Jensen, Diane Skinner 
Abbott, Doris Blanche Crossman 
Allen, George Edward, Jr. 
Allen, Robert 
Amundsen, Susan Diane 
Andersen, Lynn S. 
Anderson , Arlene Larsen 
Anderson, LaDawn 
Anderson, Lorene Simper 
Anderson, Marilyn 0'Dey 
Anders on, Marvin Jasper 
Anderson, Milton Mariner 
Anderton, Norma Jean 
Andrus, Effie Ellis 
Angle, Larry Albert 
Auman, Linda Jaye 
Bachman, William Earl 
Bahe, Garry Wayne 
Bahr, William Alan 
Barben, Linda Kay 
Barbian , Dennis Henry 
Barker, Ruth Ann 
Barrett , Rae Dene 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
Johnson, Ellen Elaine 
Johnson, Eunice Chidester 
Johnson, Steven Blay 
Mortensen, Mary Louise Myers Smith, Carolyn Colton 
Pease, Arthur J. Thalman , John Lehman 
Robbins, Marilyn Edith Jones vVallace, Joan Maxine 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Barrus, Marilyn Beth 
Bateman, Mary Francine 
Bennett, Ronald Clyde 
Benson .. Myron, Thomas 
Biddulph, Charlene R. 
Bingham, Joan Forsgren 
Bitters, Wesley Melvin 
Black, Heber Clyde 
Bonsteel, Melvin Albert 
Brienholt, Jacquelin 
Brotherson, Kirk Edward 
Bryan, Larry David 
Budge, Anita 
Budge, Dee Ann Allsop 
Butler, Linda Secrist 
Callahan, William K. 
Campbell, Carol Anne B. 
Canning, Jean N. Graham 
Castruita , Rudy Max 
Cetraro, La Vera Andersen 
Checketts, Richard W . 
Cheney , Ellis K. 
Cheney, Jay Otis 
Cheney, Linda 
Child, Carol lone Dalley 
Ching, Julia Dare 
Christensen , Barbara 
Christensen, Janet 
Christensen, Kathleen Hansen 
Christensen, Kent B. 
Christensen, LaRue Urquhar t 
Christensen, Mark E. 
Christensen, Ruth Hubbard 
Christiansen, Mary Colleen 
Clark, Lawrence P. 
Clegg, Margorie 
Cohoon, Carolyn Lavone 
Collett, Martha G. Howard 
Cook, Lynda Gay Edlund 
Cooper, Linda 
Cornaby, Sharlene Meldrum 
Curtis, Ward Deon 
Dahlke, Kirk Lewis 
Dalley, Bonnie Lou 
Dance, Vaudis Carter 
Davis, Elaine 
Degn, Sylvia Ann 
Draper, Bruce Austin 
Drollinger, Gayle 0. 
Drollinger, Grant G. 
Dunn, William Bryan 
Dursteler, LaDawn 
Eastley, Jay Ronald 
Edvalson, Josephine Kunz 
Eldredge, Linda Louise Squires 
Ellis, Gerry Lee 
Erekson, Shirley 
Ericksen, Lorraine Kay 
Evans, Alice Dianne 
Evans, Kaye Holmes 
Felt, Richard Ernest 
Fielding, Faye Jackson 
Fietkau, Myrna 
Finchum, Linda Hansen 
Findlay, Marguerite W. 
COLLEGE OF EDCUATION (Continued) 
Fish , Charles Willard 
Fluckiger , Elno Loran 
Fonnesbeck , Gary Holman 
Frandsen, Kay 
Frandsen, Kendall Ray 
Franko , Michael John 
Freem an, Keith L. 
Fuller , Sadie Sant 
Gardner, Jerry Samuel 
Garfield, P atricia 
Garrett, Dorothy Louise 
Geilman , Julene Dorothy 
George, Helen 
Giles, Eda Elyse Tippetts 
Gimby, Paul Douglas 
Godfrey, David Fisher 
Godfrey, Mark L. 
Good , Jerry Keith 
Goodey. LeRoy Ross 
Goodse ll, Lawrence D . 
Greenl and, Marie Larson 
Grube, Clara Anders en 
Haas, Bette Brewer 
Hall, Dee Popplet on 
Hall, Mary Lynne 
Hancey , Luanna Elease 
Hanley, James Robe rt 
Hannum , Jack Arnold 
Hansen , June Curtis 
Hansen, Robert Frank 
Hanson, Sharon Rae 
Hardy , Anni e Kay 
Ha rris, Ger ald Scott 
Ha rris, Phil Rees 
Hatch, Kathleen N. 
Haugland, Ronald Bruce 
H awkins, Rex E. 
Heaps, Sarah Jean 
Heck, Ann Lee 
Heck, Gerald Anthony 
Hende rson, Bonnie Gay 
Heppl er, John Franklin 
Hestmark , Holly La Veve 
Heyd anek, Judith Rae Mulac 
Hiatt, Helen Neeley 
Hill, Gerald Levanger 
H irschi, La Vall Edward 
Hobbs, N ansi Gordon 
Hollen Frederick Marcus, Jr. 
Housley, Jo Ann 
Howard, Susan Janet 
Howarth, Alene Marie Kotter 
Hubbard , Delbert Wayne 
Hull, Portia Neeley 
Humphreys , Jane LeMay 
Roberts 
Huns aker, Floyd Rex 
Huntington, Sally Lynne 
Hurst , Lynn Rogers 
Hyde, J. Stanley 
Jacobson , Kay Christensen 
Jehnsen, Darleen Marie 
Jensen , Margaret Ann Scoville 
Johnson, Blaylock 
Johnson , Janet 
Johnson , Janis 
Johnson , Josephine Perry 
Johnson, Linda Kay MacFarlane 
Johnson , Louise Smith 
Johnson, Mary Eleanor 
Johnson, Reba Tew 
Johnston, Florence Joy Slack 
Jones, William Bruce 
Jorgensen , Elda Stolle r 
Karren , Thayne Smith 
King , Michael Norman 
Kingsley, Russell Leonard 
Knight, Karen 
Kowalli s, Cheryl 
Krebs, Floyd William 
Lamborn , Bonnie Jean Duce 
Lamborn, ReNee 
Leonard , Mary Ann 
Lindsay, Sharron Lee Allen 
Littl efield, Vicki Jane 
Lov ell, Sue 
Lund , John Robert 
Mabr ito, T amara Jean 
Mackenzie, Kenny 
MacNeil, Judee Ann 
Mak , Susanna Ying-Wai 
March an t, Raymond Virgil 
Mas ini, Anne Marie 
Matthews , Janet Cullens 
Maughan , Michael Lynn 
Maw, Larry B. 
McKay, William George 
McKinnin, Linda Gay 
Medsker, Brenda Summers 
Merrill , Roseann Smith 
Mettl er, Rog er Owen 
Meyer, Madge Marie Merrill 
Mezek, Shanna Rae 
Mills, Maridee 
Miner, Susan 
Mitchell , Carolyn J. Brown 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
LARRY s. COLE, ACTING DEAN 
Mitchell, Martha 
Monson, Luetta 
Morrey,  James Grant 
Morrison, Betty Gardner 
Mortensen , Lenna Darene Gibbs 
Nelson , Dorothy Jane Gould 
Nelson, Jane 
Nelson , Kenneth Earl 
Niel sen, Keith Harold 
Nielson, Nyra Louise Stanley 
Obray, Mary Helen 
Ogden, Constance Suzanne 
Olsen , Deon T ew 
Olson , Eleanor Marie 
Olsen , Carol Ann Pack 
Pack , Clarence Leon 
Parker , Karl Ross 
Pay, Carolee 
Pearce, Clifford Bruce 
Pella, Chri s Robert 
Penn y, Garth 
Perkes, A. Cordell 
Pe rkins , Douglas 
Pet ersen, Lind a Jo 
Pete rson, Iv an Morrell 
Pet erson Jane 
Peterson , Jay Ron ald 
P eterson, Joy 
Phillip s, Harold Nolan 
Poole, Carolyn 
Quinn , Jean Zollinger 
Rampton, Dianne 
Raybo uld, Clayne Verd 
Reading, Sharon 
Reay, Rober t Dean 
Reeder, Duane Harold 
Rees, Janee n Lewis 
Rhe es, Beth Ann 
Richards, Karla V. 
Richards, LaDene W. 
Roberts , Kay 
Robe rts, Marti Lyn 
Ro gers, Ellen B. 
Romne y, Valerie Ann 
Romr ell, Lynn Donald 
Romriell, Otis James 
Rub ink, Sherrie Ann 
Rushforth, Martha Anne 
Holli st 
Satterthwaite, MarRae Payne 
Sco tt. Karla Ann 
Seibold, Richard Fredrick 
Sheffield, Beck Kenneth 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Auger , Owen Howard 
Avery, Larry Lee 
Balls, Don Will iam 
Barlow, Elwood Henry 
Bell, Ronald Joseph 
Bouck , David John 
Braithw aite, David B. 
Brooks , Gary Kelly 
Burr , Larry Whitlock 
Burton, Lon ell Hinck 
Buxton, William Edward 
Caldwell, Robert Allen 
Campbell, Robert Draney 
Carroll , Ronald Lloyd 
Carter , Lee Don 
Chou , Shi-Tung 
Choudhury, Akhlaqur, Rahman 
Christensen, Dean Elmer 
Clark, Ralph Herbert 
Clark, Roger Cook 
Cling er, Garth L. 
Cobb, Robert Lee 
Cockerill , Edward James 
Cox , David Lynn 
Cr eed, Richard Francis 
Crisp , Morris Edwin 
Crump , Larry Willams 
Shelton, Glenn Wayne 
Shepherd, Betty Louise 
Shepherd, Warren Edward 
Smith, Hubert George 
Smith , Karen Margaret 
Smith, Veran Glen 
Solum , Romola 
Spencer, Mildred F. 
Squires , Walter Harris 
Staheli, Cr ama Jean 
Stastny, Glenn Kay 
Stephens, Patricia Ray 
Stevens , Portia 
Stokes, Vera Jean Larsen 
Stuart , Eve lyn Crook 
Summers , Bonnie Darlene 
Manwill 
Tallsalt, Bert 
Taylor, Mich ael John 
Tenbrink, Ralph LeRoy 
Thatcher , Lind a Reeder 
Thomas, Clara Dahle 
Thom as, Lawre nce Reed 
Tho mpson, Ida Louise 
Mortensen 
Throckmorton , Roxie 
Totto ssy, Miklos Edgar 
Townsend, Robert 
Tuck er, Linda Kay 
Tureson, Kathleen M . 
Fergusson 
Van Dyke Calva J. 
Walker, Vickie Ann Hatch 
W ank!er, Vicky Sue 
Ward, Edyth Shurtliff 
Ward, James Spencer 
Ward , Karen Anne Christensen 
Wa rd Karenr ae 
Watts, Win ston Kenneth 
Western , Eileen 
White , Walter Eugene 
Whitesides, Paul Dee 
Whitlock, Barbara Lynn 
Wilson, Roger R. 
Wilson , Susan Jean Foxley 
Winn , Chad Preston 
Winn , Mary Vernice Kotter 
Wood, Vern Watt 
Wright , Merilyn Hovey 
Young , Robert Lloyd 
Dana , Richard Lee 
D anielson, Wayne 0 . 
Dava lloo, F rooz 
Davis, Jay Albert 
Davis, Leland Paul 
Deuel. Osmyn LaVor 
Divecha, Shi rish K. 
Drane y, W alden G. 
Duersch , Fred Jr. 
COLLEGE OP ENGINEERING ( Continued) 
Eggleston, Keith Otis 
Everton, Deloss Walter 
Gardner, Robert Hansen 
Gibbs, William Floyd 
Gubler, Laurnal H. 
Hansen, Dee Christain 
Harris, Richard Grant 
Haslam, William Kent 
Hatch, Rulon Wayne 
Hawkes, Ezra Lee 
Hayes, William Steven 
Henry, David Merrell 
Heusser, Porter Ray 
Hillebrenner, H. William 
Hirschi, Jack L. 
Hodson, John Kent 
Hsieh, Tony 
Huffaker, Shelby LeRoy 
Hutchinson, Harvey Lynn 
Jackson, Larry Arthur 
Jensen, Darwin Ray 
Jensen , Raliegh James 
Jeppson, Orvid Belnap 
Johnson, James Raymond 
Johnson, P. Ray 
Kirwan, Maurice George 
Korprabhandha, Chaipom 
Kuhn, Stewart Alan 
Kunz , Barton Henry 
Leavitt, Edwin Blaine 
Levanger, Michael Reed 
Libby, Jon Michael 
Lindsay, David Craig 
Litchfield, Douglas William 
Manning, Richard Lee 
Matheson, Alva Leon 
McCabe, James Louis 
McNaughton, James 
Mench, Ralph Orson 
Mittuch, Robert Emery 
Moffitt, Gary Leon 
Nelson, G. Herbert 
Nelson, Joseph Rob ert 
Oostyen, John Errol 
Owen, Clyde Evan 
Patil, Ashok S. 
Perry, George Albert 
Peterson, Vernon Clayton, Jr. 
Petrie, Keith Edward 
Rasmussen, Dale Lenard 
Reeder, Dennis Jensen 
Rich , Orrian Kent 
COLLEGE OF FAMILY LIFE 
PHYLLIS SNOW, DEAN 
Riley, Clifford Winston 
Robinson, Bruce E. 
Robinson, Renn E . 
Robinson, William Brent 
Romrell , Glyn Kittredge 
Rowse, Jack Hall 
Rytting, Douglas Kent 
Sallam, Abdell W ahhab Hamza 
Sawyer, Richard George 
Shakeri, Mohamad Ali 
Shankar, Kiran 
Shumway, Wayne Perry 
Skidmore, George A. 
Smith, David Peterson 
Smith, Joseph Anthony 
Smith, Sidney Wilford 
Smith, Wayne Lovell 
Snow, William Erwin 
Sorensen, Craig Gardner 
Sorensen, Jake Arthur 
Sorensen, William H., Jr. 
Spirio, Carmelo A. 
Steinhoff, Howard W. 
Stephens, Arvel LeRois 
Stephens, Dale Brent 
Stephenson, Clifford R. 
BACHE LOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Adamson, Doris Bernice 
Andreasen , Shirley P. 
Ard , Nila Rae 
Bagnell, Carma 
Banks, Afton Ireta 
Barton, Betty M. 
Bevan, Pamela Jeanne 










Havens, Becky Alice 
Hickman, Ver a Rienna 
Hill, Lexie VaLoie 
Holbrook, Jacquelyn 
Hone, Karen Kinghorn 
Hopkins, F. Walda 
Howell, Elaine 
Ho yt, Anne MaRie 
Hunting , Uela May 
Jacks on , Luana Ruth 
Johnson, Janis Orton 
Keller, Linda Ann Wursten 
Kimball, Emily Carolyn 
Kingdon, Ann Clair 
Kirwan, Judith Anne Mitchell 
Kunz, Merry Aloha 
Lawson, Jacque Ann Samuelson 
Leavitt, Elayne 
Lewis , Carolyn 
Markos, Francine 
Mathis, Barbara Bullock 
McCammon, Loma Gay Dixon 
McClain, Nancy June 
Memmott, Sandra Kay 
Mercer, Rena Lee 
Miller, Jolene Rae Schuldt 
Miller, Lucille 
Miller, Shannon McCune 
Mortenson, Myrna Hammer 
Neilson, Pamela Marie King 
Nielson , Aurelia D. 
Nielson, Denice Lea Pearson 
Noble, Linda Faye 
Olsen , JoAnn 
Oman , Bonnie Ann 
Pace, Nancy Lu 
Perry, Patsy Mae 
Peterson, Barbara Ann 
Peterson, Cheri! Joye 
Phillips, Pamela Ann Murdock 
Phipps, Joan Stanton 
Pope, Shirley 
Rasmussen, Kathleen Thayne 
Rees, Suzanne Reeder 
Rigby, Merla Gay 
Ruesch, Karma Jean 
Ryan, Patty Lynn 
Seegmiller, Marilyn 
Sistrunk, Linda Earlene 
Smith, Shirley Marie 
Stafford, Donna Graff 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND ARTS 
CARLTON F. CULMSEE, DEAN 
Adamek, Corinne Lee Mauser 
Amend, Marcene Moser 
Bauer, Beverly Blaylock 
Black, Nancy Dix Grant 
Blackbum, Dee Anna 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
Carlson , Karla Lael 
Carroll, John Peter 
Castillo, Mary Livingston 
Collings , Lynn Holton 
Comish, Carroll Ann Hendricks 
Dives, Colleen L. 
Goldsbe rry, Dennis M. 
Griffin, Julie Ann 
Hale, Garen Arnold 
Hall, Diane Elwood 
Stoddard, DeVerl 
Stoker, Gerald Wilford 
Stuart , Louis Russell 
Thatcher, Robert 
Thompson, Russell Fred 
Thomson, Jeffery Reed 
Tingey, Alma Willis, Jr. 
Torp, Robert Donald 
Tueller, Gordon Melvin 
Uharriet, Raymond 
Upwall, Roger Weston 
Valentine, Lynn Ray 
Vokosky, Francis Joseph 
Waddoups, Arnold Ario 
Wade, William Dean 
Watkins, James Archbold 
White, Arthur Brent 
Wise, Joseph Brinton 
Woodland, Jerry Reed 
Yadegaran , Barokh 
Younes, Adib M. 
Yuen , Shiu Chuen 
2 YEAR CERTIFICATE 
Campbell, Robert Draney 
Stephenson, Renee 
Stohl. Barbara Ann 
Sycamore, Mary Margaret 
Terry , Linda Louise 
Thurman, Joanne Hempel 
Tingey, Bonnie Marie 
Toom, Diane Schwartz 
Voyce, Merna Kay 
Wadsworth, Carolyn 
Wakley, Brunalene Dalla Corte 
Walker, Delilah Jane 
Walz, Sandra 
W ames, Linda Mary 
W amick, Donna Louise 
Watt, Marie 
Westrop, Audrey Joan 
Robinson 
White, Judith Le 
Whiting, Carol 
Willardson, Kay Keeler 
Willson, Vonda Gail 
Witten, Merilyn Dolores 
Wood, Susan McKinnon 
Hall , Doris Jane 
Hansen, Jan Kristin 
Haramoto, Julie Emiko 
Harris, Janet Larue 
Harris, Thayne Steven 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND ARTS (Continued) 
Hawkes, Genevieve T. 
Henri e, Arlene 
Higbee, Keller Alvin, Jr. 
Hoopes , Robert Wayne 
Jaussi, John L. 
Keetch, Brent 
Keller , Rich ard Keith 
Koford , James Kristian 
Kunz , Calvin Cecil 
Bakke , Ronald Jay 
Baxter, John Golden 
Bergera, Clifford H . 
Brady, Elbert LeRoy 
Cederholm, David Worth 
Chr istensen J. Lane 
Christensen, Judith Larsen 
Castleton , Dougl as James 
Giles, Steven Porter 
Henr y, Diane Brough 
Ash, Sandra Lee 
Baker, Barry Alden 
Bowen, Pamela 
Brown , Mary Ellen 
Burac , Lani Despres 
Christensen , Jess L. 
Cla rk, Connie 
Coomes, Carla Rae White 
Coop er, Judy Valentine 
Dawson , Richard Wallace 
Eldregde, Kenneth Cluff 
Fuhriman, Jerry Woodrow 
Fullmer, Patricia Jeppson 
Gardner , Kent Sessions 
Godfrey, Lyle Myler 
Graham , Bonnie Gayle Nash 
Griffin, Sybil Jean Mander 
Larsen , Shiela Mariann 
Larson, Idella Borup 
Lawrence, Eleanor Jean 
Lawrence, Lynda 
Lewis , Carol Ann Korth 
Mills , Elaine Grace Brown 
Nay, Natalie Jean Taylor 
Nye , Lyn Ann Gubler 
P ack, Blair Phillip 
Palmer, Virginia 
Parker, Melita F. 
Parkinson, Harold Peter 
Payne, Allan Dean 
Payne, Marcia Hatch 
Rawlings, Jay Richard 
Ricks , J. Philip 
Roth, Julia Camile Funk 
Smith, Linda Marie Zollinger 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS DEGREE 
Cond ie, Caren Marie 
Conover, Stephen Parkes 
Dente , Donald Ralph 
Gomm, Lyle B. 
H ansen, Judith Kay 
Hanson, Conni e Ruth 
Hayes, Tom Allen 
Johnson, Carol Ann 
Jones , Kenneth 
Kott er, Dav id Herman 
McArthur, Betty Louise 
McChesney David Lewis 
Mitton, Orl and Lamar 
Morby, Michael Sherman 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREE 
McPh ie, Frank Craig 
Miller , Barb ara J. 
Miller, Gregory Sidney 
Nuzman, Carleen 
Oldroyd, William Steve 
Simmons, Steven Andrus 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Hadfield, Bruce 
Hansen, Shauna Lee Anderson 
Hanson, Maxine Rasmussen 
Hanson , Yetta Marie 
Hart, Carolyn 
Haycock, David Winston 
Henion , Deanna Beals 
Henion, Robert Lindley 
Hibbard, Edgar Reid 
Hoffman. John Chandler 
Hunsaker, Frank Lewis 
Jackson, Elese Jeanne 
Jensen, Sheryl Rae 
IJoseph, Edna Joyce Krissman , Tana Linford, Mary Ileen Gaddie Mercer, Julian Jay 
Miles , Verlene R. 
Miller, Elna Rae 
Monson, Margaret Ann 
Naidu, Mohan Ram 
Nash, Priscilla Irene 




Reese , Gaylen Lester 
Ridderhoff, Warren Paul 
Roderick, Lee 
Seegmiller, Kenward Dean 
Sessions, Linda Sue H. 
Shaffer, Alannah Gene Sharer 
Sharp, Darlis 
Shriber, Joseph Donald 
COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
J. WHITNEY FLOYD, DEAN 
Baden , William Jacoby 
Barid, Richard B. 
Baxter, Tommy Earl 
Bell, Lawrence Jay 
Bjornn , Steven Russell 
Boynton, James LeRoy 
Brogdon, James Edward 
Brooks , Kenneth Norman 
Ch atterton, Norman Jerry 
Cla ymore, Delano E . 
Cloward , Wayne J. 
Combs, William Thomas 
Crone y, Cohen Ellis 
Dekan , George Michael 
Dekker, Benjamin Lee 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Dennis , Fred Louis III 
Duff, Donald Ayars 
Durtschi, Belden B. 
Erickson, Wayne Burtis 
Farrar , Richard Walter 
Gerry, Dale Richard 
Guymon, James Glenn 
Haas, George Hartmann 
Hansen, Donald Thomas 
Harper , Thomas John 
Heath, Robert Bruce 
Heiner , Terry Charles 
Herron, Gary Burnell 
Hillman, Conrad Neil 
Huey, Robert Bradley 
Hughes, Lee Edward 
Irizarry, Richard Anthony 
Irvine, Charles Anthony 
Johnson , Perry Jay 
Kihlmire, Paul Meade, Jr. 
Klinedinst, David Brent 
Larsen, Ervin LeRoy 
Larsen, Wallace Junior 
Loeper, Klaus Richard 
Matt, Vincent Aloysius 
Maxfield, Larry Orvan 
McCormick, Dale Patrick 
Meyer, Thomas Robert 
Millard, Stephen Frank 
Miller, Joel Scott 
Snow, Karen 
Songer, Surain Singh, Jr. 
Spendlove, Carolyn Rabb 
Steele, Gwendolyn Gay 
Stevenson, Jerry Dee 
Stone, Douglas Gregory 
Toone, Sylvia Elizabeth 
Tsong, Mihoko Wada 
White, Karla Jean 
Morgan, John Leo 
Parker, Julie Ann Rich 
Ra smussen , Gaylan August 
Richards, Russell K. 
Turne r, Leland Frank 
York, Howard Alan 
Frankovich, Robert David 
Snyder , Carmen Jean 
Sprouse, Joyce Olsen 
Stephens, Karen 
Suttlemyre, Clyde Gary 
Szymanski, John Joseph 
Nicholas 
Taylor, John Badley 
Thompson, Frances Kaye 
Thompson , Kaye 
Vance, Zella Jean Field 
Wade, Christine 
Wadley, Brenda Burns 
Watts, Eloise 
Westergard, Brent N. 
Whitehouse, Paula Ann 
Williams, John Daryl 
Zohner, Mark J. 
Zollinger, Camma Larsen 
Morine, G. L. 
Morrison, George Taylor 
Myrick, William Jack 
Nattinger, Kim Leonard 
Nicholls, Thomas Erick 
N ielsen, Dennis Cylde 
Niemann, David Alan 
Norton, Norman Lee 
Paracha, Dost Mohammad 
Pestka, Michael Conrad 
Phillips, James Michael 
Phipps, Ralph Southwick 
Reardon, Richard Carl 
Ritchie, Brent Wiley 
Roundy, Vern Horace 
COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES (Continued) 
Rowley, Frank LeRoy 
Schiffbauer, William George 
Schulze, Richard Frederick 
Short , Bury! Farris 
Sloop , Gary Marvin 
Smith, Paul Leslie 
St. Pierre, Wendell Walter 
Sullivan, Michael James 
Summers, J. Kent 
Te eter, Larry Lennox 
Walters , Ronald M. 
Walters , Ronald M. 
Wilhelm, Melvin Joe 
Williams, Barry Thayne 
Winn, Dall Jess 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
ELDON J. GARDNER , DEAN 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
Gardner, Donald Eldon 
Alder, Alice Kay Gold 
Anderson, Russell Gerald 
Armstrong, Karl J. 
Arriz, Henry Pete 
Bastian, Stephen Elden 
Bauer, Brooks Anthony 
Binns, Ralph Wayne 
Blanpied, Judith Rae 
Blau, Jan Gerald 
Boam, Grant Wayne 
Bridge , Jo Ann 
Broadbent , Lee Stokes 
Budge, William Edwin 
Chow, Kuang-Chi 
Chr istensen, James Fred 
Clark , Coleen Ann T. 
Colson, Kathleen Marie 
Coomes, Richard Merril 
Coppin , David Frank 
Crag un, Charles Rodney 
Cra ven, Michael Hess 
Davis, Steven R. 
Dixon, Roy Elden 
Dolph, Robert Eldon , Jr. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Dutson, Thayne R. 
Ehlerding, Gladys B. 
Elwell, James Dean 
Funk, Clarence John 
Galloway, Cheryl Leora 
Gaspari, Richard Anthony 
Gill, Noel Carson 
Gonzales, Gaston Orellana 
Graves, Allen Willard 
Greenhalgh, Herbert Wain 
Griffin , Douglas Clark 
H ammond, Larry M. 
H ansen, Robert Glade 
Hart, Ralph Ariel 
Haynie, Rebecca Claire Roberts 
Hest mark , Brett Jess 
Hillam, Joseph Dale 
Hilverda, James Alan 
Hobbs , Patricia Lee 
Hou ghton, Carma 
Hun saker, Calvin Carter 
Jenkins, Maurice Alan 
Karpinski, Richard J. 
Kirkham, Danny B. 
Kunz, Neil LaGrande 
Larsen, David Scott 
Larsen, Judith Rae Spencer 
Levine , Michael Larry 
Lister, Joseph Roderick 
Martin , William Kemp, Jr. 
Martini, Edward 
Maughan , Owen Eugene 
McArthur, Steven Sumner 
McCammon , James Russell 
McDonald, Bryant Edward 
McDonald, Mary Ann 
Meldrum, David Floyd 
Miller , Martha Jean 
Miller, Terry Dee 
Mortensen, Vance Odell 
P alfreym an, Grant Hadley 
Perry, Everett Marion 
Petersen, Michael R. 
Petersen, Rodney Clair 
Pet erson, Jay Roland 
Ramberg. Robert Elder 
Randle, Thomas Lloyd 
Reeder, Kaye 
Winward, Alma H. 
Workman, Dennis Lyle 
Wright, Maurice Byron 
Zan, Michael 
Rischer, Carl Edward 
Ritchey , Stephen Robert 
Romero, Harold Victor 
Saunder s, Robert Clair 
Sa xton, VerDell Obom 
Schneid er, Klem !rad 
Shaker i, Mohamad Ali 
Shih , Chen Chain 
Shih, Ch eng- Hsuen 
Shinkle, Norm an LeRoy 
Smith, Thane Winsen 
Song , Chung Min 
Spendlove, Stephen J. 
Stephens, Jackie Ernest 
Stevens, Lyman Brimhall 
Stewar t, Barbara Ann 
Summers, P aul Lamont 
T ay lor , Joe Reese 
Ta ylor, Robert William 
Taylor, Sterling Elwynn 
Thompson, Larry Boyd 
Waldron, John Fredric 
W amer, Mark Clayson 
Wuthrich, Richard Carl 
RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS 
MILITARY SCIENCE 
Graduates presented a Commission as Second Lieutenant, 
United States Army Reserve, at earlier unit ceremonies. 
ARMOR 
Schultze , Richard F. 
ARTILLERY 
Jenkins, Rex D. 
Olson, Charles P .. Jr. 
FINANCE 
Buist, John C. 
ENGINEER CORPS 
Brooks, Kenneth N. 
Tud denham, John L. 
AD JUT AN T S GENERAL CORPS INF ANTR Y 
Kerr, John A. 
MILITARY POLICE 
Larsen , Melvin H. 
Leach , William G. 
Cchultze, Richard F . , 
Brooks , Kenneth N. 
AEROSPACE STUDIES 
Leach, Will iam G. 
Swensen, Swante 
Han sen, Harold K. 
SIGNAL CORPS 
Hibbard , Edgar R. 
Skidmore , George A. 
T aylor, Sterling E . 
DISTINGUISHED GRADUATES 
Buist, John C. 
Coppin, David F . 
Hansen, Harold K. 
Issel , Hubert R. 
Kerr, John A. 
Skidmore, George A. 
Graduates presented a Commission as Second Lieutenant, 
United States Air Force Reserve, at earlier unit ceremonies. 
Bitters, Wesley M. 
Lund, John R. 
Harris, Thayne S. 
Hunter, John C. 
QUARTERMASTER CORPS 
Saltern, Jerry L. 
MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS 
Coppin, Dav id F. 
ORDNANCE CORPS 
Wilson , Brent D . 
Issel, Hubert R. 
Rother, Wilfried K. 
TRANSPORTATION CORPS 
Hayes, Tom A. 
Thompson , Clark J. 
Thompson, Clark J. 
Swensen, Swante 
Matheson, Alva L. 
Sherwood, William H., Jr. 
Cazier, Gary R. 
Christensen, Boyd J. 
St. Pierre, Wendell W. 
Adams, Stephen D. 
Bell, Ronald J. 
Broberg, Thomas J. 
Gardner, Kent S. 
Giles, Steven P. 
Krueger, Peter D. 
MacArthur, Steven S. 
MacFarland, Ronald M. 
Martin, William K., Jr. 
Shriber, Jack R. 
Shriber, Joseph D. 
Sloop, Gary M. 
Songer, Surian S., Jr. 
Taylor, John B. 
Thompson, Russell F. 
Lund, John R. 
Christensen , Boyd J. 
DISTINGUISHED GRADUATES 
Giles, Steven P. 
Sherwood, William H., Jr. 
Martin, William K., Jr. Songer, Surian S., Jr. 
HONOR GRADUATES 
The quality of performance in academic work enables the following to be graduated with distinction. 
Those who have met residence requirements and have maintained a grade point average of 3.80 to 4.00 
are graduated with High Honors; those whose average is 3.50 to 3.79, with Honors. 
VALEDICTORIANS 
A Valedictorian has been selected by each College of the University. Addresses have been delivered 
and appropriate recognition accorded the following students by faculty and fellow graduates in each of the 
Colleges as indicated: 
College of Agriculture ........................................................................ Allan Morris Cook 
College of Business and Social Sciences .... ................................... Larry Dale Sprouse 
College of Education .................................. ....... .................. .................. .... Janis Johnson 
College of Engineering .......................................... ............... . .......... Ralph Herbert Clark 
College of Family Life ......................................................... ...... ............. Arlene Dallimore 
College of Humanities and Arts ........................ ..... .......... . Linda Marie Zollinger Smith 
College of Natural Resources ... ............................................................ Vincent A. Matt 
College of Science .......... .................. ......... ............................... Judith Rae Spencer Larsen 
Janet Christensen 
Linda Kay Tucker Church 
Ralph Herbert Clark 
Arlene Dallimore 
Clarence John Funk 
Claudie Beck 
JoAnn Bridge 
Carroll H. Comish 
Allan Morris Cook 
Jay Albert Davis 
Jay Ronald Eastley 
Gerry Graham 
Mary Lynne Hall 
Sharon Rae Hanson 
Yetta Marie Hanson 
Deanna Beals Henion 
Judith Rae Heydanek 
Robert Wayne Hoopes 
Gerald Keith Huff 
John L. Jaussi 
Diane Skinner Jensen 
Margaret Ann Scoville Jensen 
HIGH HONORS 
Dennis M. Goldsberry 
Janis Johnson 
Judith Rae Spencer Larsen 
Bryant Edward McDonald 
Marilyn Jones Robbins 
HONORS 
Eunice C. Johnson 
Janis Orton Johnson 
Josephine P. Johnson 
Cheryl Kowallis 
Barbara L. Lee 
Vicki Jane Littlefield 
Judee Ann MacNeil 
Rena Lee Mercer 
Verlene Miles 
Margaret Ann Monson 
Denice Nielson 
Patrick John Norris 
A. James Pendray 
Michael R. Peterson 
Douglas L. Polson 
Kaye Reeder 
Daniel C. Rich 
Linda Marie Zollinger Smith 
Larry Dale Sprouse 
Barbara Ann Stewart 
Leland L. Thompson 
Anne Christine Wadley 
Harold Victor Romero 
Sherrie Ann Rubink 
Martha Ann Rushforth 
Douglas Kent Rytting 
Marilyn Seegmiller 
Wayne Perry Shumway 
Stephen Andrus Simmons 
Johnnie George Slagle 
Sheryl Ann Smith 
Karen Snow 
Lear Thorpe 
Eda Elyse Tippetts 
Patricia Truman 
Carolyn Wadsworth 
Merilyn Hovey Wright 
Marilyn Wood 
Mark J. Zahner 
UNIVERSITY CITIZENSHIP AW ARDS 
Presented annually to the senior man and woman graduates who best portray high traits of character, 
scholarship, and citizenship. 
Lee Roderick Linda Marie Zollinger Smith 
THE SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
J, STEWART WILLIAMS, DEAN 
AL-ABDULLA, TAHA I. 
Falluj ah , Iraq 
MS: Utah State Univers ity, 1963 
Major: Civil and Irrigation Engineering 
Major Prof essor: Dr. A. Alvin Bishop 
Dis sert ation : Effect of Some Physic al Parameters on 
Soil Intake , 
ARYA , DHARMENDRA VERMA 
Shikohabad, India 
MS: Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Bacteriology 
Major Professor: Dr . Paul B. Car ter 
Dissertation: Differentiation of Staphylococcus aureus 
Stains by Infrared Spectroscopy, Chemical Analysis 
and Antigenic Composition. 
BJORNN, THEODORE CLARENCE 
Boun tiful, Utah 
MS: University of Idaho , 1957 
Major: Fi shery Biology 
Major Professor : Dr. W . F. Sigler 
Dissertation: The Production of Juveni le Rainbow-
Steelhead Trout (Salmo-gairdneri) in the Lemhi 
River, Idaho 
BUCKERIDGE, FRANCIS ARTHUR 
Sacramento , California 
MS: Northwestern University, 1956 
Major: Toxicology 
Majro Professor: Dr. Fr ank R. Stermitz 
Dissertation: Toxicology and Structure of a Poisonou s 
Principle from Astragalus miser . 
CHRISTIANSEN , TED L. 
Albu querque, New Mexico 
MS: University of New Mexico, 1959 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr . David Stone 
Disserta tion: A Study of the Function of Visual 
Imagery, type of Mediator , and Associative Fre -
quency in Induced Mediation Para digms . 
DALAL , KANU B. 
Bombay, India 
MS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Chemistry 
Major Professor: Dr. D . K. Salunkhe 
Dissertation: Separation and Identification of Flavor 
and Aroma Components from the Developing To-
ma to Fruit (Lycopersion esculentum Mill.) 
EL-MANSY HUSSEIN IBRAHIM 
Cairo, Eg ypt 
MS: Utah State University , 1964 
Major : Horticulture 
Major Professor: Dr. David R. Walker 
Dissertation: Physio -Chemical Change in Relation to 
the Rest Period of Peach and Apricot Trees. 
GAV ANDE, SAMP A TRAO ANANDRAO 
Pachorevani , Nasik, India 
MS: Kansas State University, 1962 
Major: Soils and Irrioation 
Major Professor: Dr. Sterling A. Taylor 
Dissertation: The Influence of Soil Moisture Regimes 
and Atmospheric Environments on Transpiration and 
the Energy Status of Water in Plants. 
HENRY , ARTNEL SAMUEL 
St. Thomas, Jamaica 
MS: Michigan State University , 1962 
Major: Soil Science 
Major Professor : Dr. R . L. Smith 
Di sser tati on: The Course or Behav ior of Applied Zinc 
to Soil Containing Different Levels o.f Freshly Applied 
Organic Matter 
HEWSTON, JOHN GUTHRIE 
Lakeview, Washington 
MS: Oregon State University, 1955 
Major : Wildlife Resources 
Major Professor : Dr. R. H. Kramer 
Diss ertation: Development of Recreational Use Pat-
terns at Flaming Gorge Reservoi r 1963-1965. 
JAMES , LYNN F. 
Park Valley, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1957 
Major: Nutrition and Biochemistry 
Major Professor: Dr. Joseph E. Butcher 
Dissertation: Oxalite Metabolism in Sheep and Its 
Effect on Anion-Cation Balance. 
LOV ELACE, C. TAMES 
Bakersfield, California 
MS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Plant Physiology 
Major Professor: Dr . Gene W. Miller 
Di ssertation : The Effect of HF on Oxidative Phosphor-
ylation, and Dehydrogenase Systems of Higher 
Plants. 
MAHENDRAPPA , MUKKATIRA KARIAPPA 
Mysore, India 
MS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major : Soil Chemi stry 
Major Prof essor: Dr. R. L. Smith 
Disser tation: Nature of Non-Biological Decomposition 
of Nitr ate in Acid Media. 
MOST AF A, ABD -E LMONEM SAYED-AHMAD 
Cairo, Egypt 
MS: Cairo University , Egypt , 1960 
Major: Soil Chemistry 
Major Profesor: Dr . R. L. Smith 
Dissertation: Movement of Phosphorus in Soils as 
Influenced by Chelates and Soil Type. 
PENDSE, PRATAPSINHA CHINTAMANI 
Poona. India 
MS: Utah State University, 1959 
Major: Plant Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Leonard H. Pollard 
Dissertation: An Investigation of Genome Relationships 
of Diploid and Tetraploid Crested Wheatgrass. 
RAO, MADDINENI VENKATESWARA 
Andhra, India 
MS: Roorkee University, 1959 
Major: Fluid Mechanics 
Major Professor: Dr. Calvin G. Clyde 
Dissertation: A Study of the Structure of Shear Tur-
bulence in Free Surface Flows. 
RASHID, MOHAMMAD ABDUL 
New Delhi, India 
MS: Oklahoma State University, 1958 
Major: Soil Fertility 
Major Professor: Dr. R. L. Smith 
Dissertation: Influence of Soil pH and Organic Mat-
ter on Transformations of Nitrite . 
REINOSA, JOSE ANGEL 
Saltillo, Mexico 
MS: Utah State University, 1957 
Major: Plant Nutrition and Biochemistry 
Major Professor : Dr . Anthony T. Tu 
Dissertation: ( 1) Complex Formation of Silver Ion 
With RNA and Its Components. (2) Synthesis and 
Characterization of a Haempeptide and Its Enzyme 
Activity. 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY ( Continued) 
SALLAM, ABDEL-WAHHAB M. HAMZA 
Cairo, Egypt 
MS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major : Irrigation and Drainage Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. H. B. Peterson 
Dissertation: Leaching and Reclamation Equations for 
Saline Soils. 
SHAHIN , SOAD ABUN BAKR 
New Albany , Indiana 
MS : Arizona State University, 1963 
Major: Chemistry 
Maj or Profe ssor: Dr. Frank R. Stermitz 
Dissertation : The Chemistry of the Alkaloids of Arge-
mone hispeda and Argemone munta subsp. rotun-
dat a. 
SHAHIN , SOAD ABN BAKR 
Cairo, Egypt 
MS: Eimshams University, 1959 
Major: Plant Breeding 
Major Professor: Dr . Leonard H . Pollard 
Dissertation: lnt erspecific H ybridizati on Between Ziin-
nia Pauciflora Through Embryo Culture. 
SHERWOOD, GLEN ALAN 
Jamestown, North Dakota 
MS : Utah State University, 1959 
Major: Wildlife Biology 
Major Professor: Dr. J. B. Low 
Dissertation: Canada Geese of the Seney National 
Wildlife Refuge. 
SHOUKRY, KAMILIA SHOUKRY MOHAMED 
Cairo, Egypt 
MS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major : Soil Chemistry 
Major Professor: Dr . R. L. Smith 
Dissertation: The Effect of Decomposing Organic 
Matter on Zinc Level in Soil and Plants. 
STUART, DARREL MARSHALL 
MS : University of Idaho , 1958 
Major: Soil Fertility 
Major Professor : Dr. R. L. Smith 
Dissertation: The Inhibition of Water Uptake in 
Sugar Beet Roots by Ammonia. 
TULLIS. JAMES PAUL 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Ut ah State University, 1961 
Major : Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr . Gordon H. Flammer 
Disser tation: Free Surface Effects on the Drag of a 
Hemisphere on a Boundary in Velocity Gradient 
Flow. 
WILLIAMS. HENRY WARRINGTON 
Dallas, Texas 
MS: Utah State Univ ersity, 1961 
Major: Wildlife Biology 
Major Professor: Dr. Allen W. Stokes 
Dissert ation : The Voice of the California Quail 
(Lophortyx califomius) with Particular Reference 
to Ontogeny. 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
BOS. JAMES HERBERT 
Glen wood City, Wisconsin 
MA: University of Minnesota, 1958 
Major : Educationa l Administration 
Major Prof essor: Dr . Homer M . Johnson 
Dis ser tation: A Study of Expectations of Educators 
for the Role and Personality of a Change Agent in 
an Educationa l Enterprise. 
BROWN . DONALD VAUGHN 
Provo , Utah 
MS: Brigham Young University, 1963 
Majo r : Educational Administration 
M ajor Professor: Dr. Homer M. Johnson 
Disser tation : A Study of Select Factors as Related to 
Engineers and Technology Students. 
CHRISTIANSEN, SHANON LEON 
Brigham City, Utah 
MS: Ut ah State University , 1962 
Major: Educational Administration 
M ajo r Profes sor: Dr . Oral L. Ballam 
Dissertation : Image of the Secondary School Counselor, 
as Percieved by Superintendents, Principals, 
Counselors, Teachers, and Students 
DHALIWAL. KAILASH KAUR 
New Delhi , India 
Major: Secondary Administration 
Major Prof essor: Dr. Walter R. Borg 
Dissertation : Professional Choices of School Children 
from America and India as Indicators of Cross-
Cultur al Differences. 
GLENN . GALE L. 
Ventura , California 
MA : Los Angeles State College, 1957 
Major : Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. James P. Shaver 
Dissertation: The Practicality of Typewriting for 
Educable Mentally Ret arded High School Students 
in Ventura, Californi a 
LARSE N. EDWAR D C. 
Nor th Ogden, Utah 
MS: University of Utah, 1948 
Major: Sch ool Administration 
Major Professor: Dr . Homer M. Johnson 
Dissert ation: A Study of the Uses of Management 
Functions and the Implications for Management 
Training 
PETERSON, JOHN MILO 
Fillmore, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major : Mathematics Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Terrance E. Hatch 
Dissertation: A Comparison of Achievement in Trad-
itional Mathematical Skills 
RASSI. JAF AR 
Birjand, Iran 
BS : Tehran University, 1936 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Homer M. Johnson 
Dissertation: Education and Extension Education in 
Iran . 
STROPE, MARVIN B. 
Sharon. Pennsylvania 
MS: Montana State University, 1961 
Major: Science Education 
Major Professor: Dr. A. L. Braswell 
Dissertation : A Comparison of Factual Teaching 
and Conceptual Teaching in Introductory College 
Astronomy 
TALBOT. WALTER DEVAUR 
Panguitch, Utah 
MS: University of Utah, 1952 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Helmut Hofmann 
D isseratio n: A Study of the Extent to Which Further 
Consolidation is Feasible within Selected Country 
School Districts In Utah 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
LARSEN , LEVI LAGRANDE 
Fruitland , Idaho 
MA: University of Idaho, 1951 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr . Oral L. Ballam 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
AD AMS, CAROL 
Layton, Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Speech 
Major Professor: Dr. A. Ray Johnson 
Thesis: The Last Hurrah, An Adaptation for Reader's 
Theatre 
ADAMS, ELIZABETH ANN LEIGH 
Cedar City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1965 
Major: Child Development 
Major Professor: Dr. Don C. Carter 
Thesis: Adolescent Attitudes Toward The Employ-
ment of Women 
ADAMS, JERRY MURDOCK 
Sandy. Utah 
BS. Utah Stat e University, 1963 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. John D. Haas 
Thesis: Ordeals -Arbitrary Justice in England (C. 600-
1190 AD). 
ALLEN, GERALD L. 
Hyrum, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1960 
Major: Speech 
Major Professor: Dr. Burrell F . Hansen 
Thesis: A Survey of Audience Reaction to Educ ational 
Television Channel 12 Programming Spring 1965 
ALLEN . ROYCE HYRUM 
St. Anthony, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Phy sics 
Major Professor: Dr. John J. Merrill 
Thesis: A Continuously Variable Double Slit System 
and the Fourier Analysis of Michelson's Stellar 
Int erferometer 
ALLISON. JAMES C. 
Lafa yet te, Indiana 
BS: Oregon State University, 1964 
Major : Forest Recreation 
Maj or Professor: Prof . S. R. Tocher 
The sis. Analysis of Interpretive Media and Their 
Application to Spence Gulch, Idaho 
ALLRED. AARON FULLMER 
Lehi, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1938 
Major: Horticulture 
Major Professor: Dr. Bernard G. Wesenberg 
Thesis: Plan B Report. 
ALLRED. TERRY H. 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major : Science Education 
Major Professor: Dr. A. L. Braswell 
Thesis : The Status of Science Education in the 
El ementary Schools of Utah 
ANDERSON. DELONNE 
Brigham City , Utah 
BS: Ut ah State University, 1952 
Major: Economics 
Major Professor: Prof. Evan B. Murray 
Thesis: A Follow-up Study of the Graduates from the 
College of Business and Social Sciences in 1936 
Through 1940 and 1947 Through 1951. 
ANDERSON . THOMAS CLARK 
Newton, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1965 
Major: Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Leonard J. Arrington 
Thesis: The Impact of Research and Development on 
Income and Employment in Utah 
ARITAJAT, SOMSONG 
Bangkok, Thailand 
BS: Kasetsart University, 1964 
Major: Horticulture 
Major Professor : Dr. Leonard H. Pollard 
Thesis : A Review of Plant Propagation Methods. 
ASHBY. CARL LEROY 
Tremonton, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1959 
Major: Music Education 
Major Profesor: Dr. Max F. Dalby 
Recital 
BAILEY, DAVID "L" 
Pasadena, California 
BS: Utah State University, 1962 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Bruce 0. Watkins 
Thesis: Pred istortion to Allow for Non-Perfect 
Elements 
BAKER. RICHARD DEAN 
Ogden, Ut ah 
BS : Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Speech Pathology 
Major Professor: Dr. Samuel G. Fletcher 
Thesi s: The Effects of Operant Conditioning upon 
Stutterers. 
BARTEL, PHYLLIS IRENE 
Logan , Utah 
BS : Kansas State College, 1957 
Major : Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. L. Gail Johnson 
Thesis: The Use of Bibliotherapy in the Remedial 
Reading Program . 
BARTMANN. RICHARD MICHAEL 
Fowler, Colorado 
BS: Colorado State University, 1963 
Major: Wildlife Biology 
Major Professor: Dr . J. B. Low 
Thesis: An Evaluation of Conservation Reserve Lands 
in Relation to Pheasant Production and Survival 
BEECHER, AMELIA MADSEN 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1955 
Major: Music Education 
Major Professor: Dr. A. L. Dittmer 
Thesis: Elementary Music Supervision in the Logan 
City Schools: Its Relationship to the General Music 
Program in its Historical Setting. 
BEUTLER. LARRY EDWARD 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1965 
Major : Psychology 
Major Profesor: Dr . David R. Stone 
Thesis: A Comparative Study of Motor Memory in 
Deaf and Hearing Children By the Use of High-
Relief Finger Mazes and MFD Tasks. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
BHATT . MUKUNDCHANDRA J. 
Anand , India 
BE : B. V. Engineering College, India , 1964 
Major : Electrical Engineering 
Major : Professo r : Dr . Bruce 0 . Watkins 
The sis : Th e Utilization and Transmission of D. C. 
Po wer. 
BIDDULPH. GWEN B. 
Logan , Utah 
BS : Brigham Young University, 1934 
Major: Ho memaking Education 
Major Profe ssor : Prof . Virginia Harder 
Thesis Director: Prof. V ernon Israelson 
Thesis : Family Finance Teaching 
BIGGS, ERNEST NIEL 
Provo , Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1962 
Major : Agriculture and Irrig ation Engineering 
Major Professor: Prof. Jack N. Keller 
Thesis: Predicting the Quality of Reservoir Flow 
BISHOP , A. BRUCE 
Logan , Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1965 
Major : Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Prof. Norman B. Jones 
Thesis : The Development of Roads in Emerging 
Economics - A Study of Rio Grande do Norte, 
Brazil 
BISHOP , LARRY VERLE 
Salt Lake City , Utah 
BS : Weber State College, 1964 
Major: History 
Major Professor. Dr. Stanford 0. Cazier 
Thesis : Caus al Relationships in History According 
To Herbert Butterfi eld, Robin G. Collingwood , and 
William A. Williams 
BISHOP, LESLIE JOAN 
Bethesda, Maryland 
BS : U tah State University , 1965 
Major : Child Dev elopment 
Major Professor: Prof. Carrol Lambert 
Thesis : A Program for Hospitalized Children 
BLISS , GARY H. 
Price , Utah 
BS: Westminster College, 1963 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis: Leadership in Sports 
BOND, MIL TON ELLIS 
Henefer, Utah 
BS: Utah Stat e Universi ty, 1959 
Major: Industrial Education 
Major Pro fessor : Prof. William E. Mortimer 
Th esis: Th e reliability Coefficient of an Attitude 
Scale As It Relates to the Length of the Scale 
BOOTH , GARY MELVON 
Provo , Utah 
BS : Utah State University , 1963 
M ajor : En tomology 
Major Professor: Dr . B. Austin Haws 
Thes is: Us e of Uric Acid Analysis to Evaluate 
Chalcid Infestation in Alfalfa Seed 
BRINLEY , DOUGLAS ELDON 
Logan , Utah 
BS : Ut ah State Universi ty, 1964 
Major : Econo mics 
Major Professor : Dr. Leonard J. Arringtor 
Th esis: A History and E conomic Analys is of the 
Hy rum Reclamation Project. 
BRINLEY , GERALDINE ROSINE 
Log an, Ut ah 
BS : Ut ah State University , 1961 
Major : Child Development 
Major Prof essor: Dr. Don C. Carter 
Thes is: Reactions to Parenthood. 
BRUMLEY. RICHARD LEE 
Logan , Utah 
BS: U tah State University, 1963 
Major: Entomology 
Major Professor: Prof . Wilford J. Hanson 
Thesis Director : G. E. Bohart 
Thesis: A Revision of the Bee Genus Epeolus 
Fatreille in Western America North of Mexico 
BUDGE , WAYNE ORSON 
Paris , Idaho 
BS : Utah State University , 1964 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. William L. Jones 
Thesis Director : Prof. W. Arnold Finchum 
Thesis : State -of-the-Art Direct Current Amplifiers. 
BURNINGHAM , MEL VIN S. 
Bountiful. Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1937 
Major : Horticulture 
Major Professor: Dr. Leonard H. Pollard 
Thesis: The Effects of Protective Materials on the 
Overwintering of Hardy Annuals, Candytuft and 
Stocks . 
BURTON, ALBERT W. 
Sugar City, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University , 1942 
Major: Indust rial Education 
Major Professor : Dr. William E. Mortimer 
Thes is : A Comparative Analysis of Preferences by 
Administrators , Industrial Arts Instructors, Parents, 
and Industrial Personnel Concerning Important 
Te aching Objectives in the Industrial Arts Programs. 
BUTL ER. STANLEY WAYNE 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: Ut ah State University , 1958 
Major: Speech Pathology-Audiology 
Major Profesor : Dr. Jay R. Jensen 
Thesis: A Study of Parental Participation in Articula-
tion. 
BUXTON, DWAYNE R. 
V ale, Oregon 
BS : Ut ah State University , 1964 
Major: Plant Science 
Majo r Professor: Dr. DeVere R. McAllister 
Thesis Dir ector : Dr. Orson S. Cannon 
Th esis : A Survey of the State of Utah for Areas 
Infested with the Stem Nematode of Alfalfa. 
CA MI LLI, DOLPH FRANCIS 
P etaluma, California 
BS : Utah State University , 1961 
Major: Ph ysical Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesi s: A Study of Selected Physical and Personality 
Characteristics Related to Basketball Performance. 
CA MPBELL, GA YLON STANFORD 
Logan , Ut ah 
BS: Utah State University , 1965 
Major: Soil Ph ysics 
Major Profess or : Dr. Sterling A. Taylor 
Thes is : Simultane ous F low of Heat and Water in 
Plant Tis sue. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
CAR BAJAL . FRANK J. 
Greeley, Colorado 
BS : Color ado State Coll ege, 1961 
Major: Ph ysical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis: The Effect of Cold Packs on the Recovery 
from Pitching a Baseball. 
CHANG, GILBERT WEI -REN 
Taichung, Taiwan, China 
BS: National Taiwan University, 1%2 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Prof essor: Dr. Bruce 0. Watkins 
Thesis: Numerical Solutions of Polynomial Equations. 
CHANNARASAPP A , KALLUBASANNA RUDRAPPA 
Bangalore, India 
BS : Mysore , 1950 
Major: Civil and Irrigation Engineering 
Major Professor : Prof. Gerald E. Christiansen 
Thesis: Tests of a Suggested Prizometric Method for 
Determining Hydraulic Conductivity of Saturated 
Soils. 
CHAO, LEE 
Tainan, Taiwan, China 
BS: National Taiwan University, 1962 
Major: Plant Nutrition and Biochemistry 
Major Professor: Dr. David R. Walker 
Thesis: A Study of Amino Acid, Protein , Organic 
Acid and Carbohydrates Changes Occuring During 
Germination of Peach Seeds. 
CHAO, HSIEN TAI 
Taiwan, China 
BS : National Taiwan University , 1961 
Major: Dairy Manufacturing 
Major Professor : Prof. A. J. Morris 
Thesis : The Possible Formation of Diacetyl Acetyl-
methylcarbinol by Starter Cultures. 
CHARNCHAI. CHARNCHAYASUK 
Bangkok , Thailand 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Economics 
Major Profe ssor: Dr. Leonard J. Arrington 
Thesis: A Comparative Study of Economic Develop-
ment; Thailand and India. 
CHIANG , GERTRUDE KUEI-SHU 
Taipei, Taiwan, China 
BS: Taiwan Provencial Tsung , 1962 
Major: Nutrition and Biochemistry 
Major Professor : Dr . Ethelwyn B. Wilcox 
The sis: Chol estero l Levels in Serum and 5B-Pregnane-
3k, 20k-diol in Urine of University Students. 
CHIAO , TSEN WU 
Taipei , Taiwan, China 
BS: National Taiwan University, 1964 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major P rofess or: Dr. Craig K. Rushforth 
Plan B Report 
CHINDASNGOAN , CHAMROON 
Bangkok, Tha iland 
BS: Kasetsart University, 1964 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Prof. Jerald E. Christiansen 
Thesis: Estimation of Pan Evaporation in Northeast 
Region of Thailand by Using Various Formulas 
Based on Climatoligical Data. 
CHOWDHURY , ASAD-UD-DOWLA 
Dacca, East Pak istan 
BS: Dacca University , 1956 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Profesor: Dr. George T. Blanch 
Plan B Reports. 
CHRISTEN SEN, IMOGENE WARD 
Hoopa, California 
BS: North Dakota State University, 1944 
Major: Family Liv ing 
Major Professor: Dr. C. Jay Skidmore 
Thesis: A Study of Adolescents' Reactions to Tem-
porary Absences from Home in Crisis Situation. 
CHRISTENSEN , LEON WHITNEY 
Salina, Utah 
BS: Utah State University , 1964 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Reynold K. Watkins 
Thesis Director: Prof. Albert B. Smith 
Thesis : Emperical Relationship of Poisson's Ratio to 
Strain in the Yield Vicinity of Certain Metals. 
CLARK. DANIEL ROBERT 
Belleville, New Jersey 
BS: University of Detroit, 1960 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor : Dr. Gary Z. Watters 
Thesis: The Effects of Seepage on the Dynamic Forces 
on Hemispheres at the Surface of a Permeable Bed 
of a Flowing Channel. 
CLYDE , LARRY FORBES 
Heber, Utah 
BS: Utah State University , 1963 
Major: Political Science 
Major Professor : Dr . M. Judd Harmon 
Thesis : Americans for Democratic Action: The First 
Ten Years. 
COFFMAN, KATHLYN L. 
Cabool. Missouri 
BS : McPherson College, 1953 
Major: Family and Child Development 
Major Professor: Dr . C. Jay Skidmore 
Thesis: Navajo Student Food Preferences. 
COLLOTZI , ALBERT WILLIAM 
Roosevelt , Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1964 
Major: Plant Taxonomy 
Major Professor : Prof. A. H. Holmgren 
Thesis: Investigations in the Genus Grayia, Based on 
Chromatographic, Morphological, and Embryological 
Criteria. 
COTTLE , WAYNE WILLIAM 
Ogden, Utah 
BS : Brigham Young University, 1951 
Major : Physical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis: Effect of Special Exercises, With and Without 
Music , on Selected Gross Motor Tests. 
DANA. DANAE ELAINE 
Tracy, California 
BS: Utah State University, 1965 
Major: Child Development 
Major Professor: Dr. Don C. Carter 
Thesis: The Content of Pre-School Children's Original 
Stories. 
DAVIS, FLOYD G. 
Logan , Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1953 
Major: Physical Education 
Major P rofess or : Dr. Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis: The Role of Selected Personality Traits in 
Small Group Leadership 
DAVIS , IVAN DARIEL 
Preston, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1957 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Pro fessor: Dr. Dale 0 . Nelson 
The sis: Individual Basketball Effectiveness as Related 
to Personality Variables. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
DEAN , ROSS EVANS 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
BA: University of Utah, 1944 
Major: Industrial Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl R. Bartel 
Thesis: A Study of the Dropout from the Day School 
Trade Preparatory Program of Salt Lake Trade 
Technical Institute. 
DECKER, RODNEY DALTON 
Parawon, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Political Science 
Major Professor: Dr. M. Judd Harmon 
The sis: Senator Wallace Foster Bennett: Political 
and Legislative Biography. 
DEWEY . JEROLD EDWIN 
Log an, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Entomology 
Ma jor Profe ssor: Dr. Donald W. Davis 
The sis Director: Dr. LeGrande C. Ellis 
Thesi s: A Study of Insects Attacking Douglas Fir 
Con es in Cache National Forest , Utah. 
DO HERTY, EUGENE R. 
La yton , Utah 
BS: Montana State College, 1953 
Major: Applied Statistics 
Ma jor Profe ssor : Dr. Donald V. Sisson 
The sis : Review of Reliability Techniques. 
EGAN, GARY LEE 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. William L. Jones 
The sis : Low-Noise Transistor Amplifiers with Special 
Consideration to Field-Effect Transistor Preampli-
fiers. 
ELLIS , PHILIP EMERY 
Roosevelt, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1960 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr . David R. Stone 
The sis: A Comparison of Teacher Textbook Method 
and Programmed Method of Algebra in Relation 
to the Retention and Understanding of Algebraic 
Princip les . 
ELY , SANDRA ANN HACKING 
Vernal. Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1962 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr. Eldon J. Gardner 
Thesis: Comparison of Temperature Influenced Mu-
tants in Drosophila Me/anogaster. 
PERNEY , DON G. 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Ut ah State University, 1964 
Maj or: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr . A. R. McKay 
Th esis: The Development of a Thermoelectric Ane -
mometer. 
FOK. AGNES P. 
Ho ng Kong 
BS : College of Great Falls , 1965 
Ma jor: Plant Nutrition and Biochemistry 
Major Professor : Dr. George W. Cochran 
Th esis: A Study of the Factors Influencing the Syn-
thesis of Tobacco Mosiac Viral RNA in a Partially 
Purified Synthesizing System. 
FOLKS, FRANCIS NEIL 
Ashland, Kansas 
BA: Fort Hays Kansas State College, 1961 
Major: Wildlife Resources 
Major Pro fessor: Dr. J. B. Low 
Thesis: An Evaluation of Cover Type Mapping and 
a Pre-development Inventory of the Our ay Nation al 
Refuge. 
FU, TZU TSONG 
Taipei, Taiw an, China 
BS: National Taiwan Uni versity, 1958 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Bruce 0 . Watkins 
Thesis: Describing Function Method of Nonlinear 
Feedback Analysis. 
FULLERTON, HERBERT HALL 
Nampa, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. B. D. Gardner 
Thesis: Transfer Restrictions and Misallocation of 
Water Resources. 
GAR DNER. YVONNE RUTH E . 
Millville, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Speech Pathology 
Major Prof essor: Dr. Samuel G. Fletcher 
Thesis: An Inve stigation Into Effects of Stress Upon 
Diadochokinesis of Fourth Grade Elementary School 
Children. 
GEILMAN , JOLENE HOLMES 
Odgen, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1959 
Major: Phy sical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Dale 0 . Nelson 
Thesis: Selected Personality Ch aracteris tics of Women 
Majoring in Education and Physical Education at 
Utah State University and Weber State College. 
GICKLING , EDWARD ERIC 
Ogden, Ut ah 
BS: Utah State University , 1965 
Major: Ph ysi cal Education 
Major Prof essor: Dr . Dale 0 . Nelson 
Thesis: The Influ ence of a Six-Week Physical Educa-
tion Program on Selected Characteristics of Elemen-
tary Disturbed Male School Children. 
GORDON , SAMUEL H . 
Smithfield , Utah 
BS: Ut ah State Uni vers ity, 1951 
Major: Agricultural Education 
Major Professor : Prof. Stanley S. Richardson 
Plan B Report. 
GOTT, MICHAEL JAMESON 
Encinitas, California 
BS: University of Maryland, 1958 
Major: History 
Major Professor: Dr. J. Duncan Brite 
Pl an B Report. 
HAHNE , KAREN WESTON 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University , 1963 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Frances Halstrom 
Thesis: A Survey of the Attitudes of Elementary 
School Principals Concerning Mental Retardation. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
HALL , ALICE BROUGH 
Logan, Ut ah 
BS: Utah State Uni versi ty, 1955 
Major: Guidance 
Major Professor: Dr. E. Wayne Wright 
Thesis: A Study of the Effectiveness of Group Ccoun-
selinq With Junior High Students in the Remedial 
Reading Program. 
HALL , WILMA J. 
Wellsville, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1950 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Prof . Floris Olsen 
Plan B Report 
HANSEN , WILLARD A., JR. 
Smithfield, Utah 
BS: Utah State Univ ersity, 1962 
Major : Applied Statistics 
Major Professor: Dr. David V/hite 
Thesis: A Loqistics System Simulation Model En-
compassinq Poisson Proc esses and Normal or Wel- 
bull Life. 
HANSON , GARTH A. 
Rexburg , Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major : Business Education 
Major Prof essor: Prof. Theodore W. lvarie, Jr. 
Th esis : Junior College Secretarial Curricula in the 
Eleven Wes tern Sta tes. 
HART , RICHARD KAY 
Caldwell, Idaho 
BS: Ut ah State Unive rsity, 1964 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Pro fessor: Dr. Ellis W. Lamborn 
Thesis: The Compara tive Costs of Processing Frcozen 
Sour Ch erries - Utah County, 1964. 
HARVATH. JACK A. 
Oregon, IIlinois 
BS : Ut ah State Univer sity, 1959 
Major: Physical Educat ion 
Major Profe sor: Dr. Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis: The Use of Audio-Visual Aids in Physical 
Education and Attitude Studies in Physical Edu-
cation. 
HEYDANEK. MENARD GEORGE, JR. 
Berwyn, Illinois 
BS : Northern Illinois University, 1964 
Major: Chemistry 
Ma jor Profesor: Dr. Jack T. Spence 
Thesis: An Electron Puramagnetic Resonance Sttudy 
of Molybdenum (U) Monomer. 
HIIBNER. CAL VIN WAYNE 
Mendon, Utah 
BS: Utah State University , 1962 
Major: Political Science 
Major Prof essor: Dr. JeDon A. Emenhiser 
Thesis: Utah Delegations at the National Nominating 
Conventions : 1860-1928. 
HOBBS , BONNI BODEN 
Preston, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1961 
Major : Speech 
Major Professor: Prof. Gwendella Thomley 
Thesis : Fro st in Summer and The Last Word of A 
Bluebird. 
HOGGE, DENNIS JAY 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr . Arden N. Frandsen 
Thesis: Motivation, Study H abits, and Anxiety · as 
Factors Affectinq Under an Over achieveme nt Im A 
Group of High School Seniors. 
HOLLOWAY, RICHARD EUGENE 
Log an, Utah 
BS: Utah State Univers ity, 1963 
Major: Industrial Education 
Major Professor: Dr. William E. Mortimer 
Thesis : An Evaluation of Polyvinyl Adhesives Used 
Under Varying Conditions. 
HOMER. PHILIP T. 
Soda Sprinqs, Idaho 
BS : Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Prof essor: Dr. Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis : The Effect of Ethyl Alcohol and a Tran-
quilizer (Librium) on Anxiety. 
HSU, WEI 
Chekiang, Ch ina 
BS: Taipai Institute of Technology, 1959 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor: Prof . Joseph Clair Batty 
Thesis : Using the Lagrange Equation to Find the 
Natur al Frequencies of a Simply Supported Beam. 
HSU, WEN-PIN 
T aiwan , China 
BS: National Taiwan University, 1956 
Major: Plant Nutrition and Biochemistry 
Major Prof essor: Dr. Gene W. Miller 
The sis Director: Dr. R. L. Smith 
Thesis: Rate of Incorporation of C14 Labled Sub-
strat es Into Chloro ph ylls and Prophyrins in Leaves 
of Higher Pl ants . 
HUANG , JIN-SHUH 
Taoyuan, Ta iwa n, China 
BS: T aipei Institute of Technology 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Prof essor : Dr. Bruce 0. Watkins 
Th esis: Sys tem Opti mization Using Pontryagin Max-
imum Principle and Dynamic Pr ogramming. 
HUANG. SHENG -FENG 
T aipei, Taiw an, China 
BS: Taipei Institute of Technology, 1962 
Major: Electrica l Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Ronny D. Harris 
Pl an B Report 
HUSBANDS , ARLIE JAY 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University , 1964 
Major : Physical Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Davi d R. Stone 
Thesis Director : Prof . Nolan K. Burnett 
Th esis: A Survey of the Coaching Turnover and 
Coachinq Drop Outs of Class "A" High Schools 
in Utah. 
HUSSAIN, IJAZ 
Mont gomery , Pakistan 
BS: Forest Institute , India, 1943 
Major: Range Management 
Major Professor: Dr. Niel E. West 
Plan B Report 
JAFRI, ALI MAJID 
Karachi. Pakistan 
BS: Muslim University , India, 1958 
Major: Plant Path ology 
Major Prof essor: Dr . Orson S. Cannon 
Thesis: Mech anical Tr ansmission of a Latent Virus 
From Apple to Herb aceous Plants. 
JANSSEN, ALFRED EDWARD 
Moscow, Idaho 
BS: Oregon State University, 1963 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor : Dr. Gary Z. Watters 
Pl an B Report 
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JENKINS . JOHN BRUNER. JR. 
Holl ywood, California 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr. John R. Simmons 
Thesis: A Study of S-Fluorouracil: Its Effects and 
Mode of Action in Drosophila Me/anagaster. 
JENKINS, RONALD WILDE 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1956 
Major: Theatre Arts 
Major Professor: Prof. Floyd T. Morgan 
Thesis: A History of the Grand Opera House and 
Ogden's Golden Age of Theatre, 1890-1909 . 
JOHNSON, GORDON E. 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1953 
Major: Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Bartell C. Jensen 
Thesis: The Dynamics of Duopoly. 
JO HNSON. HUEY DERNIER 
Boise, Idaho 
BS: Western Michigan University, 1956 
Major: Fishery 
Major Professor: Dr. Frederic H. Wagner 
Thesis: A Study of Org an ized Efforts to Improve 
Land-user-sportsmen Relatio ns for the Purpose of 
Maintaining Public Up-land Game. 
JOH NSON, J. WAYNE 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1939 
Major: Music 
Major Professor: Dr. Max F. Dalby 
Thesis: The Identification of Basic Probl ems Found 
in the Bassoon Parts O f a Selected Group of Band 
Compositions. 
JOHNSON , PHILIP BRIAN 
Ogd en, Utah 
BS: Ut ah State University, 1964 
Major: Forest Recreation 
M ajor Professor: Prof . S. Ross Tocher 
Thesis: Guidelines for Establishing Visitor Information 
Service Programs on N at ional Forest Ranger Dis -
tricts. 
JONES , TERRY DALE 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
BS: Utah State Univ ersity, 1961 
M ajor: Industrial Education 
M ajor Prof esso r: Dr. Carl R. Bartel 
The sis: An Analysis of An Occupational Information 
Cou rse for the Seventh Grade Level. 
KAN. YI-SEN 
Taip ei, Taiwan, China 
BS: National Taiwan University , 1963 
Majo r : Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Craig K. Rushforth 
Thesis: Z-Transform Analysis of Discrete Markov 
Processes . 
KAPOOR. MOHAN LAL 
Delhi , India 
BS: Bhopal, 1962 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Bruce 0. Watkins 
Thesi s Dir ec tor: Prof . Joel E. Fletcher 
Thes is: Iterative Method of Storage Routing. 
KERR. WILLIAM ROLFE 
Tremonton, Utah 
BS: Utah State University , 1960 
M ajor Profe ssor: Dr. Don C. Carter 
The sis: Implic a tion of Absentee Courtships. 
KETCHUM, MARSHALL DORR 
Logan , Ut ah 
BS: Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr . Doran J. Baker 
Thesis: IR Detector Temper ature Regulator for CO 
Vibraluminescence Studies. 
KOFOED, LORENZO BAIRD 
Ashton, Idaho 
BS: R icks College, 1953 
M a jo r: Guid ance an d Counseling 
Major Professor: D r. Arden N. Frandsen 
Thesis: A Study to Determine the Use of Certain 
Tests in Pr edicting Indu stria l Arts Achievements. 
KUTA. JOSEPH EDWARD 
Lyons, Illinois 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1962 
Major: Zoology 
Major Prof essor: Dr. Datu s M. H a mmond 
Thesis: The Us e of Amp ro lium in Controlling Coc -
cidiosis in Lambs . 
LARSON, JUNE CALL 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: University of Wyoming, 1941 
Major: Food and Nutrition 
Major Professor: Dr. Ethelwyn B. Wilcox 
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LEBARON, GEORGE LORING, JR. 
Cedar C ity, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Electrical Engineeri ng 
Major Prof esor: Dr. William L . Jones 
Thesis Director: Prof. Duane G. Ch adwick 
Thesis: Square Pulse Generation Using Avalanche 
Transistors. 
LEE. YUEN SAN 
Taiwan, China 
BS: National Tai wan University , 1962 
Major: Food Science and Technolog y 
Major Professor: Dr. D. K. Salunkhe 
Thesis Dir ector: Dr. Donald V. Sisson 
Thesi s: Physiological and Biochemical Factors In -
fluencing the Quality of Canned and Freeze-Dehy-
drated Appl esa uce. 
LEJAMBRE . LEO F. 
Jacobs town , New Jersey 
BS: Utah State University , 1962 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor : Dr . Datus M. Hammond 
Thesis: Immunity to Ostertagiasis in Calve s. 
LI, CHIN-FUNG 
T aiwan , China 
BS: National Taiwan University, 1953 
Major: Plant Nutrition and Biochemistry 
M a jor Professor: Dr. Gene W. Miller 
Thesis: The Effect of Fluoride on C4O2- Fixation 
and the Synthesis of Organic Acids, Amino Acids 
Protein. and Carbohydrates. 
LIAO . TEH -HSIU 
Taipei , Taiwan, China 
BS: National Taiwan University , 1962 
M ajor: Plant Nutrition and Biochemistry 
M ajo r Professor: Dr. David R . Walker 
Tehsis: Quantitative Changes of Growth Promoting 
and Inh1b1tmg Substances in Peach Seeds Receiving 
Chilling Treatments . 
LIMP ANO ND A , SURIND 
Phuket , Thailand 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
M ajo r : Political Science 
M ajor Professor: Prof. Wendell B. Anderson 
The sis: The United St ates and SEATO. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
LINDSAY, SHIRLEY ANN 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1960 
Major: Household Economics and Management 
Major Professor : Prof . Edith Nyman 
Thesis: Use Payment and Knowledge of Retail Credit 
Transactions by a Selected Group of Single Senior 
High School Girls. 
LONG , MARIANNE SHARP 
North Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Child Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr . Helmut Hofmann 
Thesis : Social Class, Race and School Environment 
As Determinents of Aggressive Behavio r in Pre -
adolescent Boys. 
LOUNSBURY, JERRY ROBERT 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Leonard J. Arrington 
Thesis Director : Dr . S. George Ellsworth 
Thesis : Acts of Incorporation in Territorial Utah . 
LUKE, ROBERT A. 
Rexburg, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1962 
Major: Physics 
Major Professor: Dr. Akeley Miller 
Thesis: A Preliminary Investigation of a Naturally 
Occuring Clay Sample by Small Angle X-Ray Scat-
tering Techniques. 
LUNNEN, JOHN EDMUND 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Physiology 
Major Professor: Dr . Warren C. Foote 
Th esis: Gondotropic Hormone Activity in Blood and 
Placenta l Tissue of the Bovine Early in Gestation, 
MADSEN, MIL TON C. 
Idaho F alls, Idaho 
BS : Brigham Young University, 1958 
Majo r: Phychology and Counseling 
Major Profe ssor: Dr . David R. Stone 
Co-Chairm an: Dr. E. Wayne Wright 
Thesis : The Self-Concept and Failure in the Junior 
High School. 
MANBEIAN , TAGHI 
Tehran, Iran 
BS: University of Tehran, 1963 
Maj or : Soil Phy sics 
Major Professor: Dr. Sterling A. Taylor 
Th esis: The Effect of Some Soil Absorbents on the 
Thermodynamic Properties of Soil Water System. 
MATHIS, REX MORRELL 
Price , Ut ah 
BS: Ut ah State University , 1961 
Major: Animal Science 
Major Professor : Dr. Warren C. Foote 
Thesis : Effects of Estradiol and Luteinizing Hormone 
on Corpora Lutea of Intact Pseudopregnant, Hys-
terectomized Pseudopregnant, and Pregnant Rabbits. 
MAUGHAN. BRADLEY Y. 
Logan, Utah 
,BS: Utah State University , 1964 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. J. E. Kimber, Jr. 
Thesis: Barppact Topological Spaces. 
MAYO.CHERYL JO 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin 
BS: Sophia University, 1964 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr. Helmut P. Hofmann 
Thesis: Effect of Verbal Conditions upon Transfer of 
Training in the Trainable Mentally Retarded Child. 
MAYO, JAMES MILLER 
Wichita, Kansas 
BS : Utah State University, 1959 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Dr. H . H . Wiebe 
Thesis: The Influence of Clipping and Moisture Stress 
on Translocation in Crested Wheatgras.s. 
MAZHARI, FOROUGH K. 
Tehran , Iran 
BS: Utah State Univers ity, 1963 
Major : Physics 
Major Professor : Dr. John J. Merrill 
Thesis: Excitation of N2 by H2+ . 
MCALLISTER. ROBERT SAMUEL 
Kanab, Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1962 
Major : Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Gordon H. Flammer 
Thesis: Energy Dissipation in Open Channels By 
Semi-Circu lar Disk Roughness Elements. 
MSKEE , DONDAL RAY 
Vemal, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Profe ssor: Dr. Clayton Clark 
Thesis: Land Versus Sea Backscatter Return. 
MECHAM , MARY JANE 
Manila, Utah 
BS: Brigham You ng University, 1956 
Major : Child D evelopment 
Major Professor : Dr . Don C. Carter 
Thesis: Influence of a Male or Female Teacher on 
Sex-Role Preferences of the Pre-school Child. 
MEHTA, ASHWINKUMAR DALSHUKMDAS 
Baroda, India 
BS: Sardar Vallabh Vidyapeeth, 1960 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor : Prof. Gerald E. Christiansen 
Thesis Director: Prof. Jack N. Keller 
Thesis : Estimation of Pan Evaporation from Clima-
tologic al Data . 
MORADESHAGHI, MOHAMMAD JAVAD 
Karadj, Iran 
BS : Karadj Agricultural College, 1959 
Major : Entomology 
Major Pro .fesor: Dr. Donald W . Davis 
The sis Director: Dr. G. E. Bohart 
Thesis: The Biology of Euphytomima nomuvora James, 
a Parasite of the Alkali Bee, Nomia melanderi CKLL. 
MORGAN, NEIL WILLIAM 
Logan, Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Duane G. Chadwick 
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MORRELL , ROBERT LOUIS 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor : Dr. Bruce 0. Watkins 
Thesis Director : Prof. Duane G. Chadwick 
Thesis: A Comparison of Optimum and Conventional 
Control Systems. 
MORTENSEN, CRAIG ALLEN 
Delta, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Doran J. Baker 
Thesis: Dual -Channe l Sate llite Radiometer. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
MOSES, LARRY RONALD 
Des Moines, Iowa 
BS: Utah State University, 1965 
Major : History 
Major Profesor : Prof . C. Blythe Ahlstrom 
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MUSSELMAN, JEAN REDMOND 
Bridgeland , Utah 
BS: Utah State Uni versi ty, 1964 
Major : Plant Pathology 
Major Profe ssor : Dr . Orson S. Cannon 
Thesis : A Survey of Verticillium alboatrum From To-
mato Fields of Northern Utah. 
NELSON , CARLA 
Logan , Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1960 
Major: Family and Child Development 
Major Professor: Dr. E . Malcom Allred 
The sis Director : Dr. Don C. Carter 
The sis: Children 's Relationships with Peers . 
NEUGEBAUER , LA WREN CE JOSEPH 
Cedar Grove, New Jersey 
BS: Wayne State Colelge, 1964 
Major: Politic al Science 
Major Professor : Dr. Wendell B. Anderson 
The sis: The Evolution of the Organization of Ameri-
can States and its Encounter with Communism in 
Cuba . 
NEVILLE , WALTER MAW 
Ogd en, Utah 
BS : Brigham Young University , 1962 
M ajor: Physiology 
M ajor Prof essor: Dr . Raymond T. Sanders 
Thesis: Chromatographic and Spectrophotometric 
Studies of Sodium Yeast Metabolism . 
NIELSON , DEE KENT 
Bountiful. Utah 
BS : Ut ah State University, 1956 
Major: Indu stria l Education 
Major Professor : Dr . Austin G. Loveless 
The sis: A Study in the Use of Eye Protection in the 
Industri al Arts and Chemistry Department at West 
High School. 
NJOO , HONG TIE 
Makassar, Indonesia 
BS: Fakultos Teknik University , 1958 
M ajor : Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr . Gary K. K. Mak 
Thesis : The Influence of Partially Distributed Load 
on Helicoidal Beams. 
ODISHO , PHENUEL PHILIP 
Baghd ad, Iraq 
BS : Al-Hikma University , 1964 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Prof. Vance Christiansen 
Thesis : Selected Methods of Analysis of Folded Plate 
Structures. 
OLMSTEAD , WILLIAM RAYMER 
Ogden, Utah 
BS . Utah State University, 1960 
Major: Soil Fertility 
Major Professor: Dr. R. L. Smith 
Thesis : Nitrification in Three Different Soils in 
Polythylene Bags in the Field Overwinter. 
PAINTER. JAMES NEIL 
Hooper, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major : Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Clayton Clark 
Thesis : Correlation of Sporadic E Aspect Sensitivity 
and Layer Tilt. 
PALAY ASOOT, PAITOON 
W ashing ton , D . C. 
BS : Kasetsart University, 1959 
Major: Irrigation Science 
Major Professor: Dr. A. Alvin Bishop 
Thesis: Estimation of Pan Evaporation and Potential 
Evapatranspiration of Rice in the Central Plain 
of Thailand. 
PATEL. ARVINDKUMAR D. 
Syrkuva , India 
BS: Sardar Vallabh Vidyapeeth , 1963 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor : Dr. Gordon H. Flammer 
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PETERSEN, GARY VERN 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major : Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr. E . J. Gardner 
Thesis : A Genetic Study of a Nonpupating Tumorous 
Mutant of Drosophila Melanogaster. 
PETERSON, ANNETTE BICKMORE 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Ut ah State University, 1956 
Major : Business Education 
Major Professor : Prof . Evan B. Murray 
Th esis: Historical Analysis and Interpretation of Vo-
cational Legis lat ion with Emphasis on Business 
Education . 
PETERSON , MAX POULSEN 
Montpelier, Idaho 
BS : Utah State Univ ersi ty, 1960 
Major: Politic al Science 
Major Professor : Dr. M. Judd Harmon 
Thesis : Director : Dr . Milton C. Abrams 
Thesis: The Ideology of the John Birch Society. 
PIEPER. PATRICIA ANNE 
Rexburg, Idaho 
Utah State University , 1962 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Prof . Theodore W. lvarie, Jr. 
Thesis : An Analysis of the Contributions of the Utah 
Business Education Association with Recommenda-
tions for Future Consideration . 
PRICE. DUANE R. 
Heber City , Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major : Agricultural Economics 
Major Profesor: Dr. George T. Blanch 
Thesis Director: Dr. Lynn H. Davis 
Thesis: Some Economic Effects of Irrigation Water 
Table in the Milford Area of Utah. 
PRICE , FRANK D. 
Peterborough, New Hampshire 
BS : Bucknell University, 1962 
Major : Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Prof. William L. Jones 
Thesis: Development of Techniques for the Fabrica-
tion of a Linearly Distributed Filter. 
PRINCE, NORMAN J. 
New Harmony, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1957 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Prof. Arthur H. Mendini 
Thesis: A Survey of the Requirements in Physical 
Education for Boys in the Counties Bordering on 
the San Francisco Bay. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
QUAYLE , JOSEPH ROBERT 
Logan, Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1942 
Major : Da iry Production 
Major Profes sor : Dr. George E. Stoddard 
Thesis : California Mastitis Test Scores of Individual 
Qu ar ts Compared with Composite Milk Samples and 
With Milk Leucyte Counts. 
QUIGLEY, MERLE J. 
Blackfoot , Idaho 
BS : Idaho State University , 1960 
Major: Science Education 
Major Professor : Dr. A . L. Braswell 
Thesis Director: Dr . G . H . Kelker 
The sis: A Survey of Idaho W ildlife Federation Af-
filiates. 
RASMUSSEN, LEE CLAIR 
Murray, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Profe ssor: Dr . Dale 0 . Nelson 
Thesis : Rela tionship of Body Builds to Selected Com-
ponents of Physical Activity. 
RICHARDS, RALPH JOHN 
Log an, Utah 
BS: Ut ah State Un iversi ty, 1948 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Prof. Helen Lundstrom 
Thesis: A Compar ison of Current Shorthand Systems , 
Using Silverthorn 's High -Frequency Word List. 
ROBBINS , HAROLD BILL 
Scottsdale, Ariz ona 
BS: Ut ah Sta te University , 1965 
Major: E lectrical Engineering 
Major Prof essor: Dr. William L. Jones 
Th esis: Current-Controlled Negative-Resistance De-
vic es. 
ROGERS, LEHI S. 
Layton, Ut ah 
BS: Utah Sta te Uni versity, 1950 
Major: Entomology 
Major Professor: Dr . Donald W. Davis 
Th esis: A Study of the Alfalfa Seed Chalcid in Re-
lation to Various Aspects of Seed Size in Alfalfa. 
ROUNDY, CARLOS BYRDELL 
Log an, Utah 
BS: Ut ah State University, 1964 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Profesor : Dr. Clayton Clark 
Thesis : Measurements of Radio Backscatter Coefficient. 
SANDERS , DAVID LOUIS, JR. 
Sebastopol, California 
BS: Utah State University, 1965 
Major: Sociology 
Major Professor: Dr. There! R. Black 
Thesis: Female Employment Rate Changes for Utah 
Counties 1950 to 1960. 
SAXTON. LINDA LEE 
Lethbridg e, Alberta , Canada 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major : Child Development 
Major Professor: Prof. Carroll Lambert 
Thesis: The Preschool Child's Concept of God. 
SCHVANEVELDT, NOEL S. 
Logan , Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1956 
Major : Food Science and Technology 
Major Professor: Dr. D. K. Salunkhe 
Thesis: Effects of Variety, Maturity , and Storage on 
Qu ality and Nutritive Value of Processed Fruit. 
SETMIRE, JOHN COMPTON 
Long Beach, California 
BS: Utah State Universitv, 1965 
Major: History 
Major Professor: Dr. Stanford 0 . Cazier 
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SHAFER, STEPHEN EDWARD 
Logan, Utah 
BS : Utah State University , 1963 
Major: Physical Education 
M ajor Prof esor: Prof. Nolan K. Burnett 
Thesis: The Rel a tionship of Knee and Leg Condition-
ing Programs to the Number of Knee Injuries that 
Occur in Football. 
SHAH , DINUBHAI HIMATIAL 
Baroda, Indi a 
BS: Universi ty of Baroda, India , 1961 
Major: O rga nic Chemi stry 
Major Prof essor: Dr. Frank R. Stermitz 
Thes is: Con stituents and Toxicity of Oxytropis ser-
icae. 
SHAH, HARSHAD BALUBHAI 
Baroda, India 
BS: University of Baro da, Indi a, 1964 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Prof. Robert L. Heyborne 
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SHARMA, SHANTI PRASAD 
Mathura, India 
BS : U. P. College of Veterinary Science, 1953 
Major: Anima l Ph ysio logy 
Major Prof essor: Dr. Warren C. Foote 
Thesis: Some Biochemica l and Histological Alterations 
in the Female Reprod uctive Tr act of Guinea Pigs 
Under the Influence of Endogenous and Exogenous 
Ovarian Hormones . 
SHIEH, CHY! FENG 
T aiwan, China 
BS: National T aiwa n Univer sity , 1960 
Major: Ch emistry 
Major Prof essor: Dr . Richard H . Boyd 
Thesis : Th ermochemistry of Cyclophanes. 
SHIH, CHARLES CHIA-CHANG 
Taipei , Taiwan, China 
BS: National Taiwan University , 1950 
Major : Agricultural Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Yu-Si Fok 
Thesis : The Influence of Intake Function on the Math-
ematical Model of the Water Advance Function for 
Surface Ir rigation. 
SILL. DAVID M. 
Portland, Oregon 
BS : Oregon State University, 1963 
Major: Wildlife Biology 
Major Professor: Dr. J. B. Low 
Thessi: The Effects of Artificial Barriers and Loafing 
Sites on Nesting Densities of W ater fowl. 
SIMPSON, CHARLES GORDON 
Malad, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Physiology 
Major Professor: Dr. LeGrande C. Ellis 
Thesis: Direct Effects of Androgens on Testicular 
Tissue. 
SMIT, RONALD P. 
Portland, Oregon 
BS : Eastern Oregon College, 1962 
Major : Mathematics 
Major Professor : Dr. Konrad Suprunowicz 
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SMITH, LARRY GENE 
Log an, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1959 
Major: Music Education 
Major Professor : Dr . Max F. Dalby 
Musical Recital 
SNOW, WILLIS HESS 
Log an, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Political Science 
Major Professor: Dr. M. Judd Harmon 
Thesis: The Relationship of Human Nature to the 
Origin and Nature of the State in Some Major 
Theorists. 
SNYDER. ARTHUR REED 
Kittanning, Pennsylvania 
BS : College of Emporia, 1964 
Major : Accounting 
Major Prof essor : Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
Thesis: Balance Sheet Disclosure of Long-Term Lease 
Obligations. 
SPETH , RUDOLPH LYNN 
Log an, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1962 
Major: Zoology 
M ajor Prof esor: Dr. Keith L. Di xon 
Th esis: Molt Patterns in the Great Basin Pocket 
Mouse, Pero gnat hus parvus. 
STEFANSKI. RAYMOND ARTHUR 
Armstrong Creek, Wisconsin 
BS: University of Wisconsin, 1963 
Major : Zoology 
Major Prof essor: Dr. Keith L. Dixon 
Thesis: Utiliz ation of the Breeding Territory in the 
Black -Capped Chickadee. 
STEFFEN, GORDON HYRUM 
Logan , Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1965 
Major : Electrical Engineering 
Major Profes sor: Dr. Clayton Clark 
Thesis: Sporadic-E Patch Characteristics as Indicated 
by Backspatter Sounders at Two Locations. 
STEPHENS , ALLEN IRVING 
Sunset, Ut ah 
BS: Utah State University, 1953 
Major : Agricultural Education 
Major Professor : Prof. Stanley S. Richardson 
Thesis: A Study to Determine the Vocational Needs 
of Agriculture Implement Dealers and Ornamental 
Horticulturist and Nurserymen in the Ogden Area. 
STEPHENS, ROGER L. 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1953 
Major : Dairy Manufacturing 
Major Professor: Pro£. A. J. Morris 
Thesis : A Comparison of Tests Used in the Selection 
of Milk. 
STEVENS , ETHEL COOPER 
Fillmore, Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Business Education 
Majo r Professor: Prof. Helen Lundstrom 
Thesis: A Review of the Literature on Number Type-
writing Including Selected Drills for Classroom Use 
and An Annot a ted Bibliography of Magazine Arti-
cles. 
STEW ART, T. LYNN 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1953 
Major: Economics 
Major Professor : Prof . Evan B. Murray 
Thesis: An Economic Analysis of the Logan Cow 
Pasture Water Company . 
STUTTS , FRANCIS ANN 
Logan, Utah 
BA : Idaho State University, 1961 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Profe ssor: Dr. Dale 0. Nelson 
Thesis : Selected Kinnes iological Principles of Move -
ment Presented Visually . 
SUBHAS, TATA 
Bhubaneswar , India 
BS: Khallikote College, 1954 
Major: Animal Physiology 
Major Professor: Dr . C. Elmer Clark 
Thesis: The Influence of Ambient Temperatures on 
Blood Specific Gravity, Plasma Specific Gravity, 
and Blood Gluthathione and Their Relation to Egg 
Production in Chickens. 
SWENSON, JOHN ALLEN 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1962 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Profe ssor: Dr. Doran J. Baker 
Thesis: Inv estigation of F atigue in Photo-Sensitive 
Devices. 
TA YSOM , MICHAEL STEPHEN 
Shelley, Idaho 
BS: Utah State Unive rsity, 1965 
Major: History 
Major Professor: Dr. J. Duncan Brite 
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THOMAS , DON WARD 
Malad, Idaho 
BS: Ut ah State University, 1963 
Major: Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Bartell Jensen 
Thesis: A Production Function for the Structural Steel 
Fabricating Industry of Utah. 
THOMAS, PAUL L. 
Goshen, Utah 
BS : Ut ah State University, 1965 
Major : Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor : Dr. Ronney D. Harris 
Thesis: Ray Tracing in an Anisotropic Ionized Medium . 
THOMSON, LOA 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Child Development 
Major Professor: Prof. Carroll Lambert 
Thesis: Sex Preferences and Identifications of Young 
Children. 
TING. CHAO-SHUNG 
T aiwan , China 
BS: Cheng-Kung University, 1956 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Prof. William L. Jones 
Thesis: Scattering Matrix and Its Application to 
Network Synthesis. 
TOPHAM, MARDELL DAL TON 
Circleville, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Boyd Wennergren 
Thesis : The Economic Value of Forage for Livestock 
on Public and Private Ranges in Utah. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
TRELOAR. ORSON LEE, JR, 
Afton, Wyoming 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major : Physiology 
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas L. Bahler 
Thesis: Experimental Tissue and Peripheral Eisino-
phili a. 
TSONG, SHI -AN 
Taiwan, Ch ina 
BE : Brigham Young University, 1962 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Prof. Vance T. Christiansen 
Thesis : Stress Analysis in End Block of Post-Ten-
sioned Concrete Beams by Photocelasticity. 
URIE , HURSCHELL G. 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1954 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Clayton Clark 
Thesis: Design and Test of Antenn as for Backscatter 
Sounder Research . 
UZCATEGUI -BRICENO , GERMANE . 
Merida, Venezuela 
BS: Univ ersidad de Los Andes, 1963 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Gordon A. Flammer 
Th esis: Drag Coefficients and Pre ssure Distribution 
for Large Semicircular Disc Roughness Elements for 
Various Roughn ess Patterns and Flow Conditions. 
VIN, PRAFUL CHAITANY ALAL 
Ahmedabad, India 
BS: Jadavpur University, 1963 
Ma jor : Food Science and Technology 
Major Professor: Dr. Ethelwyn B. Wilcox 
Thesis: Venison Flavor : Study of Volatile Compounds 
in Coo ked Deer Meat. 
WAD DOUPS . IV AN GARY 
D arli ngton , Idaho 
BS: Ut ah State Univer sity, 1965 
Major: El ectrical Engineering 
Major Prof essor : Dr . Ranney D. Har ris 
Thesis: The Tempor al Variation of Sporadic E. 
WALDRON, JAMES CHANDLER 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
BS: Ut ah State University, 1961 
Ma jor : Industrial Education 
Major Prof essor: Dr. William E. Mortimer 
Th esis: Selecting and Proving Test Items and Pro-
cedure to be Used in Standardizing an Automotive 
Ach ieve ment Test. 
WANG , CHAO-CHI AN 
Taiwan, China 
BS: National Taiwan University, 1958 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Cary Kau-Kei Mak 
The sis: Analysis and Design of a Steel Building Frame 
with Plastic Method. 
WANG, CHENG WEN 
Taipei, Taiwan, China 
BS: Army Institute of Technology, 1957 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr . Owen K. Shupe 
Thesi s: Study of the Nature and Moduli of Elasticity 
of Solid State Material. 
WEBB , KAREN BOYER 
Arco, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Speech Pathology 
Majo r Professor: Dr. Samuel G. Fletcher 
Thesis : Frequency Filtering Effects of Discrimination 
of Phonetically Balanced Words. 
WEBB, KIMBER CARL 
Preston, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Economics 
Major Professor: Prof. Evan B. Murray . 
Thesis: Description and Evaluation of Institutions In-
volved in \,Vater Allocation and Distribution in Utah. 
WHEELER. NED BRENT 
Logan . Utah 
BS: Utah State University , 1965 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Prof. William L. Jones 
Thesis: Tr ansistor Noise Models and the Character-
ization of Noise. 
WHIT AKER. MORRIS DUANE 
Rupert, Idaho 
BS : Utah State University, 1965 
Major: Economics 
Major Pro fessor: Dr. Reed Dur tschi 
Thesis : Opt imum Size and Location for a Northern 
Utah Feed Mill. 
WHITE , BETTY ANN 
Sanderson, Texas 
BS: Texas Technological College, 1952 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Prof. Pearl S. Budge 
Thesis: The Influence of Linguistic Theory Develop-
ment on Curr ent Selected Secondary Language Text -
books. 
WILKINSON . JULIAN LEIGH 
Log an, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1961 
Major : Statistics 
Major Professor : Dr . Donald V. Sisson 
Thesis: Reduction and Summarization of Forage Pro-
duction Dat a from Pas ture and Range Lands. 
WILLIAMS, CORINNE SORENSEN 
Elko, Nevada 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1959 
Major : Clothing and Textiles 
Major Professor: Dr : Norma H. Compton 
Thesis : Clothing ~ Satisfaction in Relation to Self-
Satisfaction and Other Selected Variables. 
WILLIAMS , ROBERT BRUCE 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1960 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Calvin G. Clyde 
Pl an B Report 
WILLIAMS. THOMAS LARRY 
Cedar City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Rondo A. Christensen 
Thesis: Factors Affecting the Supply of Grade A 
Milk in the Great Basin Milk Marketing Area. 
WISUTHAROM, KRACHANG 
Bangkok, Thailand 
BS: Agricultural University, Thailand, 1959 
Major: Animal Nutrition 
Major Professor: Dr. Jay 0. Anderson 
Thesis: Study of Amino Acid Balance in Three Fish 
Meals. 
WOOD, BY ARD DEAN 
Boise, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor : Prof. A. R . McKay 
Thesis: Effect of the System Geometry on the Convec-
tive Heat Transfer Coefficient for Plane Fins in 
Longitudinal Flow. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
WORTHINGTON, DON WAYNE 
Nephi, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major : Audiology-Speech Pathology 
Major Professor: Dr. Richard D. Taylor 
Thesi s: The Effect of Knowledge of Test Procedure 
and Simulated Discrimination Loss on Measures of 
Speech Discrimination Consistency. 
WU . LAN-LIN 
Peking, China 
BS: Chung Hsin University, Taiwan, China , 1956 
Major : Entomology 
Major Professor: Dr. Donald W. Davis 
Thesis : Bioassay Evaluation of Insecticides Using 
Cache Valley Populations of the Alfalfa Weevil. 
WYNN, JAN EUGENE 
Ontario, Oregon 
BS: University of Idaho, 1962 
Major: M athematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Konrad Suprunowicz 
Plan B Report. 
YAM , SHAO SHEN 
Taipei, Taiwan, China 
BS: National Taiwan University, 1958 
Major: Nutrition and Biochemistry 
Major Professor: Dr. Ethelwyn B. Wilcox 
Thesis : Neutral 17-Ketosteroid and 17, 21-Dehydroxy-
20 Ketosteroid Excretion of Urine of University 
Women durinq Menstral Cycle . 
YANG, GWO-SHONG 
Taiwan, Chin a 
BS: National Taiwan University, 1961 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
Thesis: A Closer Look at Direct Labor Efficiency 
Variance. 
YEA TES, BRENT D. 
Arlington, Virginia 
BS: Weber State College, 1964 
Major: Po litical Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Phillip S. Spoerry 
Thesis: Factors Influencing U. S. Participation in 
the Nudear Test Ban Treaty (1963). 
YOUNG, MEL VIN CHESTER 
Lockhart, Texas 
BS: Texas A&M University , 1963 
Major: Ranqe Science 
Major Prof essor: Dr. C. Wayne Cook 
Thesis: Botanical Composition, Nutritive Cont ent, and 
Digest ibility of Diet of Cattle and Sheep Under 
Single and Common Use on Mountain Range . 
ZELLER. FA YE MERRIMS 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Harris Te achers College, 1942 
Major: Second ard Educ a tion 
Major Professor: Prof . Pearl S. Budge 
Thesis: An Individualized Developmental Reading Pro-
gram for Junior High School. 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
AD AMS, DOUGLAS MURDOCK 
Ogden , Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1958 
Major Professor: Prof. Arthur D. Jackson 
ADAMS , RICHARD REED 
Layton , Utah 
BS : Utah State University , 1963 
Major Professor: Dr. Malcom E. Allred 
ANDERSON , SYLVESTER C. 
Millville, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1933 
Major Professor: Dr. Oral L. Ballam 
ASTLE, ORRIN WILFORD 
Morgan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1935 
Major Professor: Dr. L. G. Noble 
BENSON , RICHARD KENNETH 
Roosevelt, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1958 
Major Professor: Dr. Eldon M. Drake 
BOOTH , BRYAN L. 
Garden City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1941 
Major Professor: Dr. Homer M. Johnson 
CHRI STIANSEN, CHESTER E. 
Lovell , Wyoming 
BS : Brigham Young University, 1940 
Major Professor: Dr. Basil Hansen 
CLAIR. DA YID WILTON 
Price, Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1962 
Major Professor: Dr. Basil Hansen 
DAI NES, URSULA D . 
Spanish Fork, Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1947 
Major Professor: Dr . L. Gail Johnson 
DAVIDSON, THEODORE EDWARD 
Garden City, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1961 
Major Prof essor: Dr. Cleighton H . Delaney 
DEYOUNG , CARL C. 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Univers ity of Utah, 1948 
Major Professor: Dr . Ellvert H. Himes 
DICKERSON, CARL A. 
Wellsville, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1955 
Major Professor: Dr. Terrance E. Hatch 
DOTY, RAYMOND L. 
Logandale, Nevada 
BS: Utah State University, 1962 
Major Professor: Prof. Arthur D. Jackson 
FARRER. AMY LOUISE 
Beaver, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1940 
Major Professor: Dr. Edith S. Shaw 
FLANAGAN, LEON GEORGE 
Columbus, Wisconsin 
BE: Wisconsin State College, 1936 
Major Professor : Prof . Robert G. Hammond 
FULMER , HARLAN M. 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1959 
Major Professor: Dr. Basil Hansen 
GEE . JERALD E. 
Sugar City, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major Professor: Prof. Arthur D. Jackson 
GIBSON, ROSS E . 
Dickson, North Dakota 
BS: State Teachers College, 1950 
Major Professor: Dr. Malcom E. Allred 
MASTER OF EDUCATION (Continued) 
HUGHES, ANN B. 
Mesquite, Nevada 
BS: Utah State University, 1958 
Major Professor: Dr. Malcom E. Allred 
HULTENGREN , ELSIE M. 
Tacoma , W ashington 
BA: Pacific Lutheran University, 1951 
Major Professor : Dr. Kaye D. Owens 
HYER. BLAINE ARIEL 
Kaysville, Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1965 
Major Professor: Dr. Terr ance E. Hatch 
JACKSON, ERNEST HANS 
Te asdale , Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1940 
Major Professor : Prof. Robert G. Hammond 
JENSEN, BERLIN CLAUDIUS 
Roy, Utah 
BS : Ut ah State Unive rsity , 1956 
Major Prof essor : Dr. Kenneth Farrer 
JE NS EN , JAMES LAMONT 
Sunset, Utah 
BS : Ut ah State Univer sity , 1961 
Major Profe ssor : Dr . A. L. Braswel1 
KING, GERALD N . 
Og den, Utah 
BS : Brigham Young University, 1959 
Major Professor : Dr . A. L. Braswell 
LEBARON, BLANCHET . 
Cedar City, Utah 
BS : Utah Sta te University , 1951 
Major Profesor: Dr. Bryce E. Adkins 
LEDINGHAM , MERCY LUNDBERG 
Ogden, Utah 
BS : University of Utah, 1927 
Major Professor: Dr. Helmut Hofmann 
MASANG, BOONLERD 
Suphanhuri, Thailand 
BS: University of Manila, 1964 
Major Professor: Prof. Robert G. Hammond 
MAUGHAN , RONALD HYRUM 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1962 
Major Professor: Dr. A. L. Braswell 
McENTIRE, GLEN H. 
Roy, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1958 
Major Professor: Dr. Basil Hansen 
MEIER, TRUMAN PAUL 
Moline, Illinois 
BS: Western Illinois State University, 1958 
Major Professor: Dr. Terrance E. Hatch 
MURDOCK, GAE L. 
Beaver, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major Professor: Prof. Evelyn L. Wiggins 
OLSEN, CLAIR N. 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1957 
Major Professor: Prof. Arthur D. Jackson 
PETERSON, DENNIS LEE 
Ogden , Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1960 
Major Professor: Prof. Arthur D. Jackson 
POLATIS, LOWELL TANNER 
Pingree, Idaho 
BS: Ricks Colle.ge, 1947 
Major Professor: Dr. Oral L. Ballam 
SALVESEN, LYMAN EARL 
Hyrum, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1953 
Major Professor : Dr . Oral L. Ballam 
SCHMIDT, CLIFFORD A. 
Dolton, South Dakota 
BS: Bethel College, Kansas, 1962 
Major Professor: Dr. Basil Hansen 
SCHOLES, CHARLES F . 
\Va rland, Wyominig 
BS: University of Wyoming, 1960 
Major Professor: Dr. Terrance E . Hatch 
SPURLOCK , OPAL I. 
Layton , Utah 
BS : Berea College , 1943 
Major Profes sor: Prof. Pearl S. Budge 
STIENSWAT , AP A 
Bangkok, Th ailand 
BS : College of Educ ation, Bangkok , 1960 
Majo r Profesor : Dr . Malcom E. Allred 
SUM ME RS , FRANC ESSA WIGHT 
Tr emonton , Utah 
BS : Utah State Universi ty , 1961 
Major Prof essor : Dr . Heber C. Sharp 
SUMMERS , LEELIN VERNON 
Brigham City , Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1963 
Major Prof esor: Dr. A. L. Braswell 
TAGGART , JAY BRYANT 
O gden, Utah 
BS: Utah State Univer sity, 1954 
Major Prof essor: Dr. Te rrance E. Hatch 
TAK. HENDRIK W . 
Centerville, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1959 
Major Professor: Prof. Arthur D. Jackson 
TAYLOR, HAROLD THOMAS 
Lyman, Wyoming 
BS: Utah State University, 1948 
Major Professor : Dr. Basil Hansen 
THOMPSON, LEE R. 
Ephraim , Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1943 
Major Professor: Dr. Ellvert H. Himes 
TUFT, DORIS P. 
Monroe, Utah 
BS: Catawba College, 1958 
Major Professor: Dr. Helmut Hofmann 
VEST, GARTH H. 
Mayfield, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1957 
Major Professor: Dr. Oral L. Ballam 
WARNICK, KEITH H. 
Pleasant Grove, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1950 
Major Professor: Dr. Basil Hansen 
WHITESIDES, CLARICE YOUNG 
Twin Falls, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1932 
Major Professor: Dr. A. L. Braswell 
WILLIAMS , FERN B. 
Burley, Idaho 
BA: Idaho State College, 1955 
Major Profesor : Dr. Malcom E. Allred 
WOODS, PA TRICIA MARY 
Hob art, Tasmania, Australia 
BS: University of Ota go, 1952 
Major Professor: Dr. Homer M. Johnson 
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
ALLRED, DARELL WRIGHT 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
BS: Utah State University, 1958 
Major Professor: Dr. Will iam E. Mortimer 
HORSLEY , GRANT E. 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1957 
Major Professor : Dr. C. R. Bartel 
MEMMOTT, BRYCE WHITHAM 
Delta, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1948 
Major Profes sor: Dr. William E. Mortimer 
MERRILL, SAMUEL WOOD 
Pr es ton , Idaho 
BS : Ut ah State Universit y, 1942 
Major Professor : Dr . Neil Slack 
MILLER. ROBERT 
Logan, Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1957 
Major Professor : Dr. Neil Slack 
NIELSEN, RICHARD EDWARD 
Bountiful. Utah 
BS : Utah State University . 1949 
Major Prof essor: Dr . Aust in Loveless 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
AGARWAL . SHIV CHARAN 
Aimer, Rajarthasen, India 
BS: Agra University, 1952 
Major Professor: Dr. Bartell Jensen 
Thesis : Determination of the Coeffici ent of Elasticity 
of Demand for Steel in the United States. 
BUI ST, RICHARD A. 
Logan . Utah 
BS: Ut ah State University. 1961 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
Thesis : The Int egra tion of Computers with Accounting 
Instruction 
CAHOON , WINSTON ARTHUR 
Log an, Utah 
BS: Ut ah State Univ ersi ty , 1954 
Major Prof essor: Dean L. Mark Neuberger 
Th esis: A Study of Selected Non -Wage Benefits 
Av ailab le to Teaching Faculties of the Publicly 
Supported Universities and Colleges of Utah . 
DICKEY , MYRON LEOLIN 
St. Augustine, Florid a 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1950 
Major Professor: Dr. Howard M. Carlisle 
Th esis: Configuration Control. a New Management 
Sys tem for Procurement of Extremely High Quality 
Products from Vendors . 
DURS TELER, J. GLADE 
P reston , Idaho 
BS: Ut ah State University , 1964 
Major Prof esso r: Prof. Judith C . Bills 
Th esis: An Evaluation of the Small Business Invest-
ment Company Program, Its History and Develop -
ment With Emphasis on the Utah SBIC Industry . 
ELLIS, JOHN WAYNE 
Clearfield, Utah 
BS: Ut ah State Univer sity, 1962 
Major Professor: Dr. Howard M. Carlisle 
Thesis: A Study of the Feasibility of Relocating the 
Home Office oI Garkane Power Association, Inc. 
LAMB. JAMES VERNON 
Oregon, Illinois 
BS: Northwest ern Univ ersity, 1948 
Major Professor: Prof . Robert Pietroski 
Thesis : An Investigation and Analysis of Administra-
tive System s Units of Major Missile/Space Manu -
facture. 
PECH AK, ROBERT FRANCIS 
Pueblo, Colorado 
BS: Denver University , 1961 
Major Profesor: Dr. V. L. Israelsen 
Thesis: An Analysis on the Piggyback Concept (Trail -
er-on-Flatcar/Van Cont ainer Service) and Its Im-
pact on the For-Hire Motor Common Carrier In-
dustry. 
W ELLING, RAY N . 
Sa lt Lake Cit y, Utah 
BS: Univer sity of Utah, 1947 
Major Prof essor: Prof . Glen F . Marston 
Thesis: An Examination of the Historical Development 
of Non-Union Grievance Proc edure s. 
WILLIAMS , BRUCE HOW ARD 
Duke Cent er, Penns ylvania 
BS : Ind iana State Coll ege, 1955 
Major P rofessor: Dr. Leonard J. Arrington 
Th esis: Th e Economic Effects in Small Business oI 
the Procur ement Pr actices of Defense Installations 
in Ut ah. 
WINWARD . DENNIS MACK 
P res ton, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Majo r Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cann on 
Thesis : Th e N at ure of and Accounting for Research 
and Development Costs. 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
BERG EN, RONALD LANE 
Ogden, Utah 
BS : Utah State University , 1961 
Major: Art Education 
Majo r Prof essor: Dr. Ga el Lindstrom 
Th esis: A Study of Wat ercolor Painting Using A 
Variety of Experimental Methods and Techniques. 
BISHOP, JEROLD 
Delt a, Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1960 
Major: Advertising Design 
Major Prof essor : Prof. Jon I. Anderson 
Thesis: Advertising Art for a New Product. 
FITZGERALD , JOHN J. 
Elmont, New York 
BS: Utah State Univ ersity, 1964 
Major: Paintin g and Dr awi ng 
Major Profesor : Pro.f. Everett C. Thorpe 
Th esis: The Figure as a Means of Personal Expression . 
GROBERG, CHARLES ALFRED 
Ogden, Ut ah 
BS: Utah State University, 1960 
Major : Art 
Major Profesor : Prof. Harrison T. Groutage 
Thesis: An Art Advertising Campaign for the Mighty 
Peace Riv er Country of British Columbia. 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS (Continued) 
NEWBOLD , MARION A . 
Brigh am City , Utah 
BS : Utah State Uni versity, 1952 
Major : Art 
Major Professor : Prof . Everett C. Thorpe 
Thesis: Self Discov ery in Media of Oil Painting. 
SMITH, LOWELL JAY 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Ut ah State Univ ersi ty, 1949 
Major : Art Photography 
Major Professor: Prof . H . Reuben Reynolds 
Thesis: A Photogr aphic Essay of Franklin, Idaho. 
SNYDER. JAMES ROSS , JR. 
Marshall , Michigan 
BS : Utah State University, 1964 
Major : Art 
Major Professor: Prof . H. Reuben Reynolds 
Thesis: Theatre Photography. 
THURMAN, STANLEY RAY 
Grover , Wyominig 
BS: Utah State University, 1965 
Major : Visual Arts 
Major Prof essor : Prof . Jon I. Anderson 
Thesis: Sears Packaging. 
MASTER OF ARTS 
BEAN , RICHARD BRUCE 
Price, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young Un iversi ty , 1961 
Major: English 
Major Profess or: Dr . Hub ert W . Smith 
Thesis : Existentialist Characteris tic in Some of W il-
liam Faulkner 's Novels. 
BRADY, ELVAS LIONEL, JR. 
0gden, Utah 
BA : Brigham Young University, 1953 
Major· Elementary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. David R. Stone 
Thesis : Attitudes of Sixth Grade Te achers an d P upils 
Toward Spanish Instruction Via Television. 
BURROWS, MELBA McDONALD 
Ogden , Utah 
BS : Weber State College , 1964 
Major : English 
Major Professor : Dr. Robert C . Steensma 
Plan B Report. 
FARRER. JULIE ANN 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University , 1964 
Major : English 
Major Professor : Dr . Robert C. Steensma 
Thesis: Her Hour Upon the Stage : A Study of Anne 
Bracegirdle , Restoration Actress . 
FEHLMAN , ROBERT GUSTAVE 
Oakley , Idaho 
BS: Utah State Univ ersity , 1964 
Major: Politic al Science 
Major Professor : Dr. Wendell B. Anderson 
Th esis: A Decade of American Foreign Policy Re -
garding German Unification, 1955-1965 . 
HERMBERG , PAUL ARNO 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
BS: Utah State Univ ersity , 1959 
Major: Theatre Arts 
Major Professor: Prof . Floyd T . Morgan 
Thesis: A Stage Adaptation of the Ox -Bow Incident. 
JENSON, SIDNEY LAMARR 
Logan, Utah 
BS : Utah State University, 1963 
Major: English 
Major Professor : Prof. Kenneth B. Hunsaker 
Thesis: Vardis Fisher 's Outsiders . 
LORENSON , JUDITH DUMAS 
Burley, Idaho 
BS : Utah State University, 1961 
Major: English 
Major Professor: Dr . Hubert W . Smith 
Th esis: William Faulkner and Christianity . 
MANN , DOUGLAS S. 
Brigh am City, Utah 
BA: Brigham Young University , 1952 
Major : Music Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Max Dalby 
Thesis: The Development of a Practical Keyboard 
Harmony Method 
NICHOLES. JANIS H . 
BA : Utah State University, 1963 
Major: English 
Major Professor. Dr. J. Lynn Mortensen 
Thesis : A Comp arison of Literary Standards in the 
Works of Selected Adult and Juvenile Authors. 
PATRICK , CAROLINE B. 
Beaumont, Texas 
BS: Southwestern University, 1957 
Major: English 
Major Professor : Dr. Thornton Y. Booth 
Thesis: A Stud y of the Feminine Qualities of the 
Four Major Novels of Ch arlo tte Bronte . 
PETERSON, MARY LYNN 
Logan, Utah 
BA: Wellesley College , 1954 
Major: English 
Majo r Professor : Dr . J. S. Bullen 
Thesis: The Them atic and Symbolic Concern with 
Dea th in the Fiction of Theodore F . Powys . 
WATERFALL, CLARENCE MALAN 
Ogden , Utah 
BS : Weber State College, 1964 
Major: English 
Major Professor : Dr. Robert C. Steensma 
Thesis Director: Dr . DelRae Christiansen 
Thesis: Drury Lane Theatre , 1700-1725 . 
MASTER OF FORESTRY 
WARD. FRANKLIN RICHARD 
Sonor a, California 
BS: Humboldt State College, 1961 
Major Prof esso r : Dr. Raymond R. Moore 
HONORARY DEGREE 
TO 
STEW ART LEE UDALL 
Citation read by Phillip A. Bullen, 
Vice Chairman, Board of Trustees 
"Beyond all plans and programs , true conservation is ultimately something 
of the mind - an ideal of men who cherish their past and believe in their 
future . Our civilization will be measured by its fidelity to this ideal as surely 
as by its art and poetry and system of justice." In these words you have 
described the significance and urgency of your mission as leader of the 
modern conservation movement. Through your leadership as Secretary of 
Interior the restoration and preservation of natural beauty have become a 
national commitment, there has been increased federal responsibility for 
national parks and monuments, a strong reclamation program for land and 
water resources is being continued , extensive research on water desalting 
is being accomplished, the federal Indian Service is being revitalized, and 
other agencies are assuming a more dynamic role in the preservation and 
wise use of our natural resources . But above all, through your words and 
action you have awakened the hearts of men to the kinship between man and 
nature and the consequent significance of preserving the beauty of our 
environment. Your commitment to this cause , bolstered with rare conviction 
and indomitable courage, makes this contribution significant. 
For your many contributions as western civic leader, congressman and 
presidential cabinet member , Utah State University takes great pride in 
recommending you for the honorary degree of DOCTOR OF LAWS. 
PROGRESS AND GROWTH OF USU 1965-66 
A campus master plan pro viding for construction totaling $17 million , 
the largest single building program ever proposed by the institution, was 
approved by the Board of Trustees . 
The plan includes: A Fine Arts Center; Physical Education Building ; 
Business and Social Sciences Building; Industrial Education Building ; Chemis-
try Building ; Assembl y Center, Stadium ; General Storage Facilities; Bacter-
iology-Veterinary Science Building; Special Education Building; Receiving 
and Stores ; Botany Greenhouse ; additions to the Engineering and Physical 
Science Building. 
The Utah Water Research Laboratory was completed and dedicated. 
Construction of the final phase of the Libr ary is now underway. 
Construction is progressing on the Fine Arts Building. 
Construction is nearing completion on two high-rise Dormitories and 
a Food Center . Plans have been approved for two additional ten-story 
Dormito ries and an adjacent Food Center. 
President Daryl Chase was reap poin ted to an additional two-year term , 
from July I , 1966 to July I , 1968 . Vice President M. R. Merrill was also 
reappointed for two additionai years . 
Beverly D . Kumpfer , General Manager of the Guidance and Controls 
Systems Division of Litton Industries , was appointed to the USU Board of 
Trustees. He succeeds the late Reed W . Bailey . 
Helen Lundstrom was appointed Dean of Women succeeding Leah Dun-
ford. Professor Lundstrom has been Acting Head , Department of Business 
Education and Office Administration . 
B. Austin Haws was appointed Coordinator of Latin Americ an Affairs, 
as USU 's activities in South America continue to grow. 
Kenneth W. Hill was appointed Director of the Agricultural Experiment 
Station. 
New Department s of Accounting and Audiology-Speech Pathology were 
approved . 
The Department of Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning 
was accredited by the American Society of Land sca pe Architects . 
Distinguished Service Awards were presented to B. Allen Lillywhite , 
H. Grant Vest , Lewis Lloyd , and Earle Hawkes. 
ALUMNI GREETINGS 
On behalf of the Alumni Association of Utah State University, may I 
exterd sincere congratulations to you, the Graduating Class of 1966. 
We welcome your membership in the Alumni Association and invite you 
to ccntinue your affiliation with Utah State through active participation in 
our Association. 
We trust that you will always remember your c.ollege years and that you 
will ever remain willing to serve the interests of this great Univer sity. 
- - Conley Watts , President 
Utah State University Alumni Association 
Roger Gerald Schmitke 
Student, 1962 
Date of Death: June 10, 1965 
William C. Hugie 
Staff, 1913--1955 
Date of Death: January 15, 1966 
Reed Bailey 
Board of Trustees, 1965--1966 
Faculty, 1924-1935 
Date of Death: January 24, 1966 
Edith Vilate Bowen 
Faculty, 1932-1947 
Date of Death: January 27, 1966 
Donald R. Franklin 
F acuity, 1962-1966 
Date of Death: February 6, 1966 
Una Vermillion 
Faculty, 1937--1965 
Date of Death: May 24, 1966 
ALMA MATER HYMN 
Across the quad at eventide the shadows softly fall, 
The Tower of Old Main appears and peace rests over all. 
The lighted "A" upon the hill stands out against the blue; 
Oh, Alma Mater, Utah State, my heart sings out to you. 
And through the years as time rolls on and student friendships grow, 
We'll ne'er forget the joys we had, those days we used to know, 
Thy mem'ries ever will be new, thy friends be ever true, 
Oh, Alma Mater, Utah State, my heart sings out to you. 
Composed by Theodore M. Burton 
